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From sapley at pub-lib.ci.fort-worth.tx.us Wed Mar 1 08:57:16 2000
From: sapley at pub-lib.ci.fort-worth.tx.us (Shirley Apley)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:37 2003
Subject: locating hard to find books
Message-ID: <Pine.SOL.3.93.1000301085253.14689A-100000@fwpl.pub-lib.ci.fortworth.tx.us>
Sandy,
You may want to try www.abebooks.com for locating hard to find book items.
This company lists the holdings of several used book stores throughout the
North America continent. You may contact the stores individually or buy
through the website for an additional small fee. The only drawback is if
you buy through the site you must use a visa credit card. However, I have
used their services many times and have received excellent service.
Shirley Apley
Genealogy, Local History & City Archives
Ft Worth Public Library
Ft Worth TX

From dmoneta at dlapr.lib.az.us Wed Mar 1 09:15:00 2000
From: dmoneta at dlapr.lib.az.us (Daniela Moneta)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:37 2003
Subject: Statewide gathering and Grants
Message-ID: <4.1.20000301075704.00b6e750@dlapr.lib.az.us>
Dear Fellow Librarians and Genealogists,
This weekend we are having a Convocation in our state that includes
librarians, archivists, museum people, genealogists, and maps people. We
are fortunate to have a very forward looking state librarian, GladysAnn
Wells, who called this meeting and recognizes the value of genealogy and
family history. That is why genealogy is included! There will be in
attendance about thirty genealogists from around the state from various
groups: ethnic, lineage, and local and state genealogical societies,
representatives from national organizations. The goals of the Convocation
are 1) preservation of our unique Arizona heritage, 2) collaboration (among
ourselves and with other disciplines), and 3) resource sharing.
We want to give our genealogy group a general handout that could stimulate
ideas and discussions about these goals.
1) Preservation: could include cemetery and census projects, publications
of project data, workshops on preserving paper and photographs, collecting
files on pioneers, saving county records, a new building for our state archives
2) Collaboration: family history fairs, a statewide advisory board, a
projects registry, cemetery and census projects, U.S. GenWeb project for
our state and counties, library programs for family history researchers
3) Resource Sharing: library collections and society collections available
to the public, inviting out-of-state speakers for all to hear, offering
beginner and speciality classes, newsletters and other publications, doing
look-ups
We don't want the sessions to be rigid or static and want to stimulate free
and open discussions.

One of my concerns is grant money to do family history projects. Where can
we get funds for this? Does it always have to come from us. Outside funding
doesn't seem to be available for family history. Our state version of NEH
says that they can't fund genealogy projects because they fund only
projects that are interpretive and, according to them, genealogy is not
interpretive. We would have to work in collaboration with a historian who
could interpret the data. Actually, it is the historians that use the data
from genealogical projects to write their books. We need funds to gather
the data. I was very happy to see that the NEH now has a "My History Is
America's History" section in their agency. BUT, where is the money? It
looks like they are just providing information, i.e., 15 Things you can do
to save America's stories. They are speaking to individuals not to
organizations. It doesn't look like they are providing any funds to carry
out projects.
So I am really asking two questions of you:
1) Do you have any suggestions for our Convocation? Have you done this in
your state? What issues should we address?
2) Where can we get outside funding for our project?
Thanks,
Daniela Moneta
Daniela Moneta / Collection Development Librarian / Genealogy Librarian
Arizona State Dept of Library, Archives, and Public Records
E-mail: dmoneta@dlapr.lib.az.us / Phone: 602-542-3701 / Fax: 602-542-4400

From munroe at AXP.WINNEFOX.ORG Wed Mar 1 10:46:32 2000
From: munroe at AXP.WINNEFOX.ORG (munroe@AXP.WINNEFOX.ORG)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:37 2003
Subject: Statewide gathering and Grants <LYR6195-64449-2000.03.01-11.24.55-MUNROE#AXP.WINNEFOX.ORG@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.PMDF.3.91.1000301104254.744580A-100000@AXP.WINNEFOX.ORG>
To get to that interpretive funding, think ethnic groups. That may not
work as well in the retirement belt as it does here because of your more
recently mobile population, but it's a peg to hang your hat on.
Please let us know how your gathering goes!
------------------------------------------------------------------------"Ignorance is not just bliss, it is also a lack of imagination."
Stephen P. Maran, Smithsonian, Sept. 1997
Mara Munroe
|
Email: munroe@winnefox.org
Oshkosh Public Library
|
Phone: (920)236-5219 x4814
Oshkosh, WI 54901-4985
|
Fax: (920)236-5227
_________________________________________________________________________

From l.m.boyd at juno.com Wed Mar 1 12:39:45 2000
From: l.m.boyd at juno.com (Lauren Boyd)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:37 2003
Subject: genealib digest: February 29, 2000
Message-ID: <384382119.951932385695.JavaMail.root@web25.pub01>

Dear Listmembers:
The following was reposted to another list. Anyone able to say
whether it is true or a hoax? I do not even know if
Dr. Plowman exists. This message is making the rounds.
Claire -- can you offer some insight or information?
Thanks.
Lauren
Marin County California
l.m.boyd@juno.com
"Last night at a lecture, I was talking to my friend & colleague Dr. Robert
(Bob) PLOWMAN of the Mid-Atlantic National Archives in Philadelphia. He told
me that on July 1, 2000, the cost of the
Military Records was going from $10.00 to $17.50 & the cost of the Pension
Records from $10.00 to $40.00 this is for the Revolutionary War, Civil War,
etc. So you may want to send for these records before the cost goes up!"

From l.m.boyd at juno.com Wed Mar 1 12:44:11 2000
From: l.m.boyd at juno.com (Lauren Boyd)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:37 2003
Subject: Rumor: need clarification
Message-ID: <383093469.951932651587.JavaMail.root@web30.pub01>
Dear Listmembers:
The following was reposted to another list. Anyone able to say
whether it is true or a hoax? I do not even know if
Dr. Plowman exists. This message is making the rounds.
Claire -- can you offer some insight or information?
Thanks.
Lauren
Marin County California
l.m.boyd@juno.com
"Last night at a lecture, I was talking to my friend & colleague Dr. Robert
(Bob) PLOWMAN of the Mid-Atlantic National Archives in Philadelphia. He told
me that on July 1, 2000, the
cost of the Military Records was going from $10.00 to $17.50 & the cost of
the Pension Records from $10.00 to $40.00 this is for the Revolutionary War,
Civil War, etc. So you may want to send
for these records before the cost goes up!"

From dsmith at luna.cas.usf.edu Wed Mar 1 13:13:22 2000
From: dsmith at luna.cas.usf.edu (Drew Smith)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:37 2003
Subject: genealib digest: February 29, 2000

In-Reply-To: <LYR6144-64463-2000.03.01-12.40.25-dsmith#luna.cas.usf.edu@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.21.0003011311270.13988-100000@luna.cas.usf.edu>
On Wed, 1 Mar 2000, Lauren Boyd wrote:
> The following was reposted to another list. Anyone able to say
> whether it is true or a hoax? I do not even know if
> Dr. Plowman exists.
According to a Staff Contacts page on the NARA Web site, at
http://www.nara.gov/regional/contacts/philstaf.html,
Robert Plowman is the Assistant Regional Administrator for NARA's Mid
Atlantic Region.
Drew Smith
School of Library and Information Science
University of South Florida, Tampa, FL
dsmith@luna.cas.usf.edu
(813) 974-6849

From daysa at oplin.lib.oh.us Wed Mar 1 13:41:27 2000
From: daysa at oplin.lib.oh.us (Sandy Day)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:37 2003
Subject: NARA price increase
Message-ID: <38BD6457.B96CCB0F@oplin.lib.oh.us>
Hi:
I also have been forwarded, from a pretty reliable source, that NARA
will be increasing their prices as of July 1 from $10 to $17.50 for
military records and from $10 to $40 for pension records. I searched
their web site for this info and there is nothing stated there. One part
of their site has not been updated since end of January so they are
probably still working on getting it on the site. My informer stated
that her info came from a staff member at NARA. I have sent an email to
them at their website asking for clarification on this. As soon as I get
a reply, I will post it here.
I hate to see this much of an increase, but the current price has been a
bargain for a very long time so we can't really blame them for this
increase.
Sandy Day
Genealogy Librarian
Schiappa Library
Steubenville, OH

From limccle at dlapr.lib.az.us Wed Mar 1 13:30:31 2000
From: limccle at dlapr.lib.az.us (Linda McCleary)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:37 2003
Subject: Cost of Military Records Going Up (NARA statement)
Message-ID: <4.2.0.58.20000301132716.00af8b40@dlapr.lib.az.us>
From Jack Brissee, Chair, FGS/NGS Records Preservation and Access Committee:
----- Original Message ----From: Jack Brissee

To: ROOTS-L ; APG-L@rootsweb.com ; sharp2tono@aol.com
Sent: Wednesday, 01 March, 2000 14:05
Subject: re: Cost of Military Records Going Up (NARA Statement)
There have been postings on a number of mail lists recently about an
increase in the fees the National Archives and Records Administration
(NARA) charges for copies of compiled military service records and pension
records. While NARA is considering a change to the fee structure for these
documents, the information that has been posted is both premature and
somewhat inaccurate. The Records Preservation and Access Committee, a joint
endeavor of the Federation of Genealogical Societies and the National
Genealogical Society, has contacted NARA officials for clarification. The
following is the "official NARA statement" issued in response to our inquiry:
-Begin NARA Statement: The National Archives and Records Administration
(NARA) will be issuing a proposed rule within the next few weeks that will
revise fees for reproduction, including the "fixed-fee" orders in the NATF
80 series. The proposed rule will have a 60-day public comment period,
during which time we will actively seek the comments of the user community.
The proposed rule is presently undergoing internal government review. When
it is released for publication in the Federal Register, NARA will notify
the national genealogical organizations and post a copy of the proposed
rule on its web site. The message will include the exact URL and the
address for sending comments. -End NARA StatementThe Records Preservation and Access Committee will continue to monitor this
proposal, and will post relevant information on the Records Preservation
and Access pages of the Federation of Genealogical Societies' Web site
(http:www.fgs.org) when it is available.
Please feel free to forward this posting to other mail lists on which the
original posting may have appeared.
Jack Brissee Chair, FGS/NGS Records Preservation and Access Committee
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Linda Caldwell McCleary
Voice:
602.542.5841
Public Library Development Consultant
800.255.5841
Library Extension Division
FAX: 602.542.3729
Arizona Department of Library, Archives
and Public Records
E-mail:
limccle@dlapr.lib.az.us
1100 West Washington
Dept. home page URL:
Phoenix, AZ 85007
http://www.dlapr.lib.az.us/
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
From jmmoak at hotmail.com Wed Mar 1 12:47:11 2000
From: jmmoak at hotmail.com (Jefferson Moak)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:37 2003
Subject: genealib digest: February 29, 2000
Message-ID: <20000301204711.6844.qmail@hotmail.com>
Having just seen Bob last week at a Delaware Valley Archivists Group
meeting, I can truly say that Dr. Robert Plowman does exist. He was the
Director of the Mid-Atlantic Regional Branch of the National Archives for
many years before being promoted to the chore of Regional Administrator.

Jefferson M. Moak
Philadelphia City Archives
>From: Drew Smith <dsmith@luna.cas.usf.edu>
>Reply-To: Drew Smith <dsmith@luna.cas.usf.edu>
>To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
>CC: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
>Subject: [genealib] RE: genealib digest: February 29, 2000
>Date: Wed, 1 Mar 2000 13:13:22 -0500 (EST)
>
>On Wed, 1 Mar 2000, Lauren Boyd wrote:
> > The following was reposted to another list. Anyone able to say
> > whether it is true or a hoax? I do not even know if
> > Dr. Plowman exists.
>
>According to a Staff Contacts page on the NARA Web site, at
>http://www.nara.gov/regional/contacts/philstaf.html,
>Robert Plowman is the Assistant Regional Administrator for NARA's Mid
>Atlantic Region.
>
>
>Drew Smith
>School of Library and Information Science
>University of South Florida, Tampa, FL
>dsmith@luna.cas.usf.edu
(813) 974-6849
>
>
>-->You are currently subscribed to genealib as: jmmoak@hotmail.com
>To unsubscribe send a blank email to
>$subst('Email.Unsub')
>
______________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free Email at http://www.hotmail.com

From csherrill at mail.state.tn.us Wed Mar 1 16:36:21 2000
From: csherrill at mail.state.tn.us (Chuck Sherrill)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:37 2003
Subject: Tennessee Confederate Pension Index On-Line
Message-ID: <s8bd4711.015@langate.tnet.state.tn.us>
To the List:
The Tennessee State Library & Archives is pleased to announced that the index to TN
Confederate Pension Application files can now be searched on our web site at:
http://www.state.tn.us/sos/statelib/pubsvs/pension.htm
This collection includes approximately 28,000 applications from soldiers, widows
and "colored" soldiers. The files are rich in genealogical and historical data, as
they often include not only the detailed application form, but supporting documents
and correspondence as well. Pensions were first offered in 1891.
The site is searchable by the name of the pensioner or by the county of residence,
enabling local historians to identify all of the applicants from a specific area.

The data was scanned from a printed index created in the 1960s, and edited
extensively to correct errors. The work was done principally by librarian Ronald
Lee, assisted by student intern Charise Artis.
If you have questions or comments about this site, we would enjoy
from our colleagues.

hearing comments

Chuck Sherrill
Charles A. Sherrill
Director, Public Services
Tennessee State Library & Archives
403 7th Ave. North
Nashville, TN 37243-0312
csherrill@mail.state.tn.us

From Michael_S_Kluskens at csgi.com Wed Mar 1 17:43:07 2000
From: Michael_S_Kluskens at csgi.com (Claire Kluskens)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:37 2003
Subject: NARA - military serivce & pension records fees
Message-ID: <v04210100b4e34800f25e@[207.226.188.9]>
Dear genealib subscribers:
In response to various messages posted on "genealib" today, I offer this.
The following is NOT an official statement from the National Archives
and Records Administration (NARA), but I believe accurately
represents the current internal thinking of NARA.
I WILL POINT OUT, THAT NO DECISION HAS BEEN MADE, AND THIS HAS NOT
YET BEEN POSTED IN THE FEDERAL REGISTER WHICH IS WHERE NOTIFICATIONS
OF SUCH DECISIONS WOULD BE POSTED. IN ADDITION NARA, IT IS MY BELIEF
THAT NARA WOULD ALSO - DIRECTLY - NOTIFY AND REQUEST COMMENTS FROM
OUR GENEALOGICAL CONSTITUENCY VIA FGS, NGS, AND THE LIKE. Sorry for
the all caps.
The proposal, which again, I repeat, is undergoing internal comment
and review, is:
1. ENTIRE military pension files would be offered for a flat fee of
$40. The current scheme of $10 provides only 14-20 pages. (See the
NATF Form 80 cover sheet which says "we will send you copies of the
documents we think will be most useful to you for genealogical
purposes." Under the current scheme, also, those who request the
"entire file" get the "Form 80" portion plus a Form 80A which advises
them of how much additional it would cost for the rest of the file.
Unfortunately, despite the language on the Form 80 cover sheet, many
persons think they are getting the entire file for their $10 while
they are actually getting "a piece of the pie"). So, and this is my
opinion, folks, NARA would actually be improving services by making
it easier for people to get entire pension files, and believe me,
folks, "the rest of the pie" contains lots of good stuff, too.
2. Compiled military service files would be offered for $17.00.
(These have always been reproduced in full). This represents a fee

increase - the first in many, many years. I'm not sure when the
current $10 fee went into place, but it was well before I came to
NARA in 1992.
3. Bounty land warrant application files would be offered for
$17.25.
(These have always been reproduced in full). This
represents a fee increase - the first in many, many years. I'm not
sure when the current $10 fee went into place, but it was well before
I came to NARA in 1992.
Claire Prechtel-Kluskens
(writing as myself and not on behalf of my agency)
Archivist
Archives I Research Room Services Branch
700 Pennsylvania Ave.
Washington, DC 20408
Claire Kluskens
home: Michael_S_Kluskens@csgi.com
work: claire.kluskens@arch1.nara.gov

From jayare at deseretonline.com Wed Mar 1 19:46:36 2000
From: jayare at deseretonline.com (Jayare Roberts)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:37 2003
Subject: Tennessee Confederate Pension Index On-Line
References: <LYR108127-64533-2000.03.01-17.36.58-jayare#deseretonline.com@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <001501bf83f1$87a8b200$4b08bed8@jroberts>
Glory be... this is a very valuable site. I hope it doesn't get lost in all
of the "lists of links" sites. The straightforward text, fonts, and
illustrations are a bonus.
Here are a few comments from a first impression:
In the introduction, could you add a brief sample of the index to further
highlight its content as opposed to the actual pensions.
As 1891 is the starting date, what is the ending date?
Could there be a brief link to a help message about surname variations and
how the index was compiled for its original publication? And perhaps a few
tips about "if you don't find the name here, look for Union service, etc.".
How do these pensions files relate to the 9 rolls of the1914-1921 TN
veterans' questionnaires?
When you mention the National Archives, could you also mention the FHL
SourceGuide and FHLC sets of TN military records?
Thanks from Jayare in SLC
----- Original Message ----From: Chuck Sherrill <csherrill@mail.state.tn.us>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, March 01, 2000 3:36 PM
Subject: [genealib] Tennessee Confederate Pension Index On-Line
To the List:
The Tennessee State Library & Archives is pleased to announced that the
index to TN Confederate Pension Application files can now be searched on our
web site at:
http://www.state.tn.us/sos/statelib/pubsvs/pension.htm

From jayare at deseretonline.com Wed Mar 1 19:54:17 2000
From: jayare at deseretonline.com (Jayare Roberts)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:37 2003
Subject: NARA - military serivce & pension records fees
References: <LYR108127-64534-2000.03.01-17.44.13-jayare#deseretonline.com@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <002101bf83f2$9a343420$4b08bed8@jroberts>
Hi Claire. I think the NARA proposal is reasonable. Perhaps the public
will be soothed if NARA would state some of the fees will go for the
preservation of the original fragile documents (as long as they are being
handled, and perhaps in preparation for scanning and/or microfilming).
Any idea what the "average" or "mean" size of a file might be?
See you in SLC in September.
Jayare
----- Original Message ----From: Claire Kluskens <Michael_S_Kluskens@csgi.com>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, March 01, 2000 3:43 PM
Subject: [genealib] NARA - military serivce & pension records fees

From jayare at deseretonline.com Wed Mar 1 20:15:16 2000
From: jayare at deseretonline.com (Jayare Roberts)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:37 2003
Subject: Statewide gathering and Grants
References: <LYR108127-64449-2000.03.01-11.24.55-jayare#deseretonline.com@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <008201bf83f5$89a54880$4b08bed8@jroberts>
Be sure to encourage participation in the educational and awards programs of
NGS and FGS. I would also contact NGS about their projects registry which
evolved from Silicon Valley PAF Group and a joint NGS/LDS project.
Unofficially I would suggest contacting David Rencher, now the manager of
the FHL, due to his FGS post and his recent role as LDS Outreach
Coordinator. While sometimes quiet, collaboration in preservation &
resource sharing happens via LDS on a wide array of projects (from 1881
British Census to Civil War Soldiers System and even to the current filming
of AZ vital records and their automation at the Mesa FHC). Speaking of the
Mesa FHC, since it is 3rd in size after FHL and BYU in the LDS system, how
about a Union Catalog of the State Archives and other facilities such as the
local FHCs?
----- Original Message ----From: Daniela Moneta <dmoneta@dlapr.lib.az.us>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, March 01, 2000 9:15 AM
Subject: [genealib] Statewide gathering and Grants
> Dear Fellow Librarians and Genealogists,

> This weekend we are having a Convocation in our state that includes
> librarians, archivists, museum people, genealogists, and maps people. We
> are fortunate to have a very forward looking state librarian, GladysAnn
> Wells, who called this meeting and recognizes the value of genealogy and
> family history. That is why genealogy is included! There will be in
> attendance about thirty genealogists from around the state from various
> groups: ethnic, lineage, and local and state genealogical societies,
> representatives from national organizations. The goals of the Convocation
> are 1) preservation of our unique Arizona heritage, 2) collaboration
(among
> ourselves and with other disciplines), and 3) resource sharing.
>

From jeans at sierratel.com Thu Mar 2 05:41:21 2000
From: jeans at sierratel.com (Pam Jeans)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:37 2003
Subject: genealib digest: February 29, 2000
References: <LYR95584-64463-2000.03.01-12.40.25-jeans#sierratel.com@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <38BE6F81.DB92B51A@sierratel.com>
I saw this once before too am would be interested in knowing how true it is.
Seems pretty steep these new prices.....
Lauren Boyd wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Dear Listmembers:
The following was reposted to another list. Anyone able to say
whether it is true or a hoax? I do not even know if
Dr. Plowman exists. This message is making the rounds.
Claire -- can you offer some insight or information?
Thanks.
Lauren
Marin County California
l.m.boyd@juno.com
"Last night at a lecture, I was talking to my friend & colleague Dr. Robert
(Bob) PLOWMAN of the Mid-Atlantic National Archives in Philadelphia. He told
me that on July 1, 2000, the cost of the
Military Records was going from $10.00 to $17.50 & the cost of the Pension
Records from $10.00 to $40.00 this is for the Revolutionary War, Civil War,
etc. So you may want to send for these records before the cost goes up!"
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: jeans@sierratel.com
To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')

From hhankel at mail.jefferson.lib.la.us Thu Mar 2 12:10:04 2000
From: hhankel at mail.jefferson.lib.la.us (Hankel, Hallie)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:37 2003
Subject: Central Illinois Genealogical Quarterly

Message-ID: <B177A55B75ADD211896400104B3004CD058F36@mail.jefferson.lib.la.us>
We have a periodical called Decatur Genealogical Society, Vol. 1, no. 1
(Oct. 1965) and Vol. 2, no. 1 (Jan. 1966).
Is this the first 2 issues of Central Illinois Genealogical Quarterly?
OCLC has 1 record for each, with no x refs.
A regional Illinois card catalog I looked at only lists Central Illinois....
Thanks for any info.
Hallie Hankel
Serials Librarian
Jefferson Parish Library
Metairie, Louisiana
504-838-1137
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20000302/55545769/
attachment.htm
From dsmith at luna.cas.usf.edu Thu Mar 2 13:27:49 2000
From: dsmith at luna.cas.usf.edu (Drew Smith)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:37 2003
Subject: Library Services for Genealogists course
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.21.0003021326480.11105-100000@luna.cas.usf.edu>
Please feel free to forward the following message to colleagues who may
be interested:
During the 2000 Summer Session C, the USF School of Library and
Information Science will be offering the course "Library Services for
Genealogists", LIS 5937, section 323, reference number 55032.
The course is designed especially for those already working in (or
planning to work in) public libraries, where patrons researching their
family history are quite common. However, students specializing in other
types of libraries may still find the course interesting and useful.
The course assumes no prior knowledge of genealogical resources or
genealogical research methods. Basic knowledge of reference sources and
basic Internet research skills will be helpful.
The course will attempt to cover all elements described in "Guidelines for
a Unit or Course of Instruction in Genealogical Research at Schools of
Library and Information Science", which are available online at
http://www.ala.org/rusa/stnd_gencourse.html.
The course is being offered via the World Wide Web, and is therefore
available to all students regardless of location. Students will need
regular access to the Web, and an active personal e-mail address is
required. The course will be offered during the 10-week Summer Session C,
which begins May 15 and ends July 21.
Registration for this course will be through USF's Educational Outreach
(http://www.outreach.usf.edu), when registration for summer classes
begins. Questions regarding registration should be directed to
Educational Outreach.
Questions regarding course content should be directed to the instructor,

Drew Smith, whose contact information is given below. The instructor is a
former leader of the Genealogy and Local History Interest Group of the
Florida Library Association, and is a founding member of the
national group Librarians Serving Genealogists.
-Andrew M. (Drew) Smith
School of Library and Information Science
University of South Florida, Tampa, FL
dsmith@luna.cas.usf.edu
(813) 974-6849

From daysa at oplin.lib.oh.us Thu Mar 2 16:53:44 2000
From: daysa at oplin.lib.oh.us (Sandy Day)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:37 2003
Subject: National Archives price increase
Message-ID: <38BEE2E8.E7B6568C@oplin.lib.oh.us>
Hi:
Recently, I placed information here that I had sent an email to National
Archives trying to find out confirmation or denial of the price increase
we had been hearing about. I received a message back today and I had
promised to display that info here, so here it is, in brief:
Cynthia Fox, Chief of Old Military and Civil Records stated: If
implemented, charges will take effect July 1. NARA will be issuing a
proposed rule within the next few weeks that will revise fees.....the
proposed rule is presently undergoing internal government review. When
it is released for public in the Federal Register, NARA will notify the
national genealogical organizations and post a copy of the proposed rule
on its web site. The message will include the exact URL and the address
for sending comments.
This pretty much explains it all!
Sandy Day
Genealogy Librarian
Schiappa Library
Steubenville, OH

From phall at indian-river.lib.fl.us Fri Mar 3 15:59:20 2000
From: phall at indian-river.lib.fl.us (Pam Hall)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:37 2003
Subject: 1910 Census
Message-ID: <38C027A8.5637FF5A@indian-river.lib.fl.us>
A hypothesis:
One of my patrons raised an interesting question. The 1910 census is
unreadable in many places. I know it was destroyed after it was
microfilmed. Since the Soundex information is much more readable and has
details from pages that you cannot read, it appears the 1910 soundex had
to be abstracted from the original census. I would assume that getting
the soundex over the census where there are bad pages might be the best
way to go. Possibly Claire from the archives can answer my question. Was

the original 1910 census used for the soundex before it was destroyed?
When was it destroyed?
Pam
-Pamela J. Hall
Florida History & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street
Vero Beach, FL 32960
561-770-5060 561-770-5066 Fax
Email:
phall@indian-river.lib.fl.us
Web sites:
Indian River County Local History: http://www.rootsweb.com/~flindian/
Indian River County Genealogy Department:
http://www.rootsweb.com/~flindian/ircl/
Indian River County Main Library: http://www.indian-river.lib.fl.us/
Indian River Genealogical Society: http://www.rootsweb.com/~flindigs/
From rraesk at LTnet.ltls.org Fri Mar 3 15:59:15 2000
From: rraesk at LTnet.ltls.org (Rosemary A. Raeske)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:37 2003
Subject: Spanish American War
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.3.95.1000303155701.9897A-100000@LTnet.ltls.org>
Is there a listing for people from Kentucky who served in SpanishAmerican War.
Need unit for William Luther Waldrop.
Rosemary Raeske

From dsmith at luna.cas.usf.edu Fri Mar 3 17:14:08 2000
From: dsmith at luna.cas.usf.edu (Drew Smith)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:37 2003
Subject: 1910 Census
In-Reply-To: <LYR6144-65086-2000.03.03-15.59.26-dsmith#luna.cas.usf.edu@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.21.0003031710240.24595-100000@luna.cas.usf.edu>
On Fri, 3 Mar 2000, Pam Hall wrote:
> One of my patrons raised an interesting question. The 1910 census is
> unreadable in many places. I know it was destroyed after it was
> microfilmed. Since the Soundex information is much more readable and has
> details from pages that you cannot read, it appears the 1910 soundex had
> to be abstracted from the original census. I would assume that getting
> the soundex over the census where there are bad pages might be the best
> way to go. Possibly Claire from the archives can answer my question. Was
> the original 1910 census used for the soundex before it was destroyed?
> When was it destroyed?

According to William Dollarhide's new book, The Census Book, the originals
of the 1910 census were destroyed after they were microfilmed in the early
1940s. He also says that the 1910 Soundex and Miracode indexes were
compiled in 1962. This suggests to me that the indexes were prepared from
the microfilmed copies, and not from the originals.
Drew
-Andrew M. (Drew) Smith
School of Library and Information Science
University of South Florida, Tampa, FL
dsmith@luna.cas.usf.edu
(813) 974-6849

From ckluskens at yahoo.com Fri Mar 3 23:08:57 2000
From: ckluskens at yahoo.com (Claire Kluskens)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:37 2003
Subject: 1910 Census
Message-ID: <v04210107b4e63c332f03@[207.226.188.39]>
<LYR105349-65121-2000.03.03-17.14.35--Michael_S_Kluskens#csgi.com@lists.ac
omp.usf.edu>
<LYR105349-65121-2000.03.03-17.14.35--Michael_S_Kluskens#csgi.com@lists.ac
omp.usf.edu>
The soundexes were done in the 1930s by the WPA. The miracode was
done substantially later. The WPA had the original paper census in
hand when that agency did the soundex. As I'm writing from home at
the moment, I don't have the destruction authorization dates handy;
I'll post that information for the various 20th century schedules as
soon as I can.
Claire Kluskens
National Archives and Records Administration
_____
>On Fri, 3 Mar 2000, Pam Hall wrote:
>> One of my patrons raised an interesting question. The 1910 census is
>> unreadable in many places. I know it was destroyed after it was
>> microfilmed. Since the Soundex information is much more readable and has
>> details from pages that you cannot read, it appears the 1910 soundex had
>> to be abstracted from the original census. I would assume that getting
>> the soundex over the census where there are bad pages might be the best
>> way to go. Possibly Claire from the archives can answer my question. Was
>> the original 1910 census used for the soundex before it was destroyed?
>> When was it destroyed?
At 5:14 PM -0500 3/3/2000, Drew Smith wrote:
>According to William Dollarhide's new book, The Census Book, the originals
>of the 1910 census were destroyed after they were microfilmed in the early
>1940s. He also says that the 1910 Soundex and Miracode indexes were
>compiled in 1962. This suggests to me that the indexes were prepared from
>the microfilmed copies, and not from the originals.
>
>Drew
>

Claire Kluskens
home: ckluskens@yahoo.com
work: claire.kluskens@arch1.nara.gov
__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Talk to your friends online with Yahoo! Messenger.
http://im.yahoo.com
From jayare at deseretonline.com Sat Mar 4 11:35:10 2000
From: jayare at deseretonline.com (Jayare Roberts)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:37 2003
Subject: Spanish American War
References: <LYR108127-65115-2000.03.03-16.45.03-jayare#deseretonline.com@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <005101bf8608$66caf2a0$fb09bed8@jroberts>
The FHCs have access to the 1908 Report of the Adjutant General of the State
of Kentucky for the Kentucky volunteers in the War with Spain, 1898-1899.
The 223 pages are on FHL film 551064.
For this war, the FHL also circulates the General Index to Compiled Service
Records, the General Index to Pension Files 1861-1934, the Registers of
Enlistments in the US Army 1798-1914, the Pension Payment Cards, etc.
Jayare in SLC
----- Original Message ----From: Rosemary A. Raeske <rraesk@LTnet.ltls.org>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Friday, March 03, 2000 2:59 PM
Subject: [genealib] Spanish American War
>
> Is there a listing for people from Kentucky who served in Spanish> American War.
>
> Need unit for William Luther Waldrop.
>
> Rosemary Raeske
>
>
>
> --> You are currently subscribed to genealib as: jayare@deseretonline.com
> To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')
>
>

From centans at tampabay.rr.com Sat Mar 4 16:11:37 2000
From: centans at tampabay.rr.com (Sharon)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:37 2003
Subject: [Fwd: Update on fire at NARA's Washington National Records Center]
Message-ID: <38C17C08.21AB4ACB@tampabay.rr.com>

-------------- next part -------------An embedded message was scrubbed...
From: Lori Lisowski <lori.lisowski@ARCH2.NARA.GOV>
Subject: Update on fire at NARA's Washington National Records Center
Date: Fri, 3 Mar 2000 16:38:07 -0500
Size: 5149
Url: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20000304/
ebf6cdc8/attachment.eml
From mmcnabb at kokomo.lib.in.us Sun Mar 5 13:50:46 2000
From: mmcnabb at kokomo.lib.in.us (Michele McNabb)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:38 2003
Subject: Periodicals wanting new home
Message-ID: <695CC2F65FD6D11180ED006008AF25F542B22D@kokonut.kokomo.lib.in.us>
We have duplicate and (due to a new collection development policy) now
unwanted periodicals that desire new homes. They range from scattered
issues to multi-year runs. They are free for the cost of postage to any
collection that wants them (no single issues out of runs, please!). I'm
sending the list as an attachment in several formats. If anyone interested
can't take an attachment, email me offlline and I'll cut and paste the list.
Michele McNabb, Kokomo-Howard County Public Library.
<<swaplist periodicals.wpd>> <<swaplist periodicals.doc>>
periodicals.txt>>
**************************************
* Genealogy & Local History Services
* Kokomo-Howard County Public Library
* 220 North Union Street
* Kokomo, Indiana 46901-4614
*
* http://www.kokomo.lib.in.us/genealogy
**************************************

<<swaplist

*
*

*

*

-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: swaplist periodicals.wpd
Type: application/octet-stream
Size: 8097 bytes
Desc: not available
Url : http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20000305/
e7975741/swaplistperiodicals.obj
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: swaplist periodicals.doc
Type: application/msword
Size: 11776 bytes
Desc: not available
Url : http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20000305/
e7975741/swaplistperiodicals.doc
-------------- next part -------------Alabama
Morgan Memories (Decatur AL)
v. 2:4 (Dec 1995), 5:2-4 (1998), 6:1 (March 1999)
Arkansas
Bits of Bark from the Family Tree (Batesville Gen. Soc, Batesville AR)
v. 16:1 (March 1991)

Cleburne county Historical Journal (Heber Springs AR)
Summer 1987
Heritage Seekers Quarterly (North Little Rock AR)
v. 1:1 (Sept. 1991)
California
Pasadena Genealogical Society Newsletter/ Splinters from the Tree (Pasadena CA)
v. 15:7-11 (1985), 16:1-4,6-11 (1986), 17:1-11 (1987), 18:1-3, 5-11 (1988),
19: 1-11 (1989),
20: 1-11 (1990), 21:1-11 (1991), 22:1-11 (1992), 23:1-6 (1993)
Golden Roots of the Mother Lode (Sonora CA)
v. 12:1 (1st quarter 1992)
Florida
Indian River Genealogical Society Newsletter (Vero Beach FL)
v. 9:3-4, 10:1-3, 11:1-9 (1990-1992), issues #1-8 (1993), 1-2, 5-6, 7, 9
(1994), v. 15:8-9 (1994),
16: 1-9, 17: 1-9
Journal of the Genealogical Society of Okaloosa County (Ft. Walton Beach FL)
v. II:1 (1st Q, 1978); III:1 (Spring 1979)
Summer Notes n 'Bits and Pieces' (Citrus County Gen. Soc., Inverness FL)
July 1997
Citrus Tree (Citrus County Gen. Soc., Inverness FL)
v. 4:3 (Oct. 1997), 5:2 (Jan. 1999)
Georgia
Harris County, Georgia and her people (LaGrange GA)
v. 2:2-3 (spring & fall 1986)
Illinois
Gleanings from the Heart of the Corn Belt (Bloomington, McLean Co. IL)
v. 26:1 (1992), 27-28 (1993-1995)(complete)
Kiswaukee Genealogists (Rockford IL)
v. 2:4-6 (1989), 3:2 (1989)
Indiana
Genealogy (Willard Heiss)
#s 5-7, 10, 55, 69
The Hayden Spirit (Hayden IN)
Issue 25 (Aug. 1996)
Hoosier Genealogist
v. 24:3, v. 25:2-4, 26:4, 27-30 (complete), 31:1-2, 32:2-4, 33-34 (complete),
35:1-2,4, 36:4, 37:13*, 38:1-2
Hoosierisms Quarterly
Autumn 1998, spring 1999
Indiana Genealogist
v. 5:4 (Dec 1994), 9:1,3 (March,Sept 1998)
Indiana Historical Society - Annual Report

1970-1981, 1983
Indiana History Bulletin
v. 31:10 (Oct 1954), 32: 6-10 (1955), 33: 7,12 (1956), 34: 1, 8-12 (1957), 35:
1-5, 7-8, 10-12
(1958), 36: 4-6, 8-11 (1959), 37: 2-4, 9-10, 38: 5-8, 10-12 (1961), 39:1
(1962), 41:11 (1964), 43:3
(1966), 46-59 (1969-1982), 63:3/4-7/8
Indiana Magazine of History
v. 66-68 (complete), 69:1-2,4, 70-87 (complete), 88: 1-2, 90:4 (Dec 1994),
91:2 (Jun 1995), 92:4,
93:3, 95:2 (Jun 99)
Old Fort News (Ft. Wayne IN)
v. 38: 2,4 (1975/76), 39:3-4 (1976), 46:1-2 (1983)
Traces of Indiana and Midwestern History
v. 2:2, v. 3 (complete), v. 4:1
Year Book of the Society of Indiana Pioneers
1954-57, 1959, 1961-63, 1967, 1971, 1973-79
Michigan
Family Trails (Michigan Dept. of Education)
v. 3:1 (spr-sum 1971), 5:1-4 (1975-78), 6:1-3 (1978-82)
Minnesota
MGS Newsletter (MN Gen. Soc.)
v. 26: 2-4 (1995), 27: 1, 3-4 (1996), 28: 1 (1997)
Mississippi
Journal of Monroe County History (Aberdeen? MS)
v. 2-3 (1975/77)
Nebraska
Remains to be found (Greater Omaha Gen. Soc., Omaha, NE)
Nov. 1992
Westward into Nebraska (Greater Omaha Genealogical Society, Omaha NE)
v. 14 (1989)-23 (1998/99), 24:1-2 (1999)
Ohio
The Family Tree Digest (Wauseon OH)
v. 5:9 (Sept. 1983); 10:1,4,7/8 (1988), 11:3 (1989), yearbook (1988?, 1989)
Oregon
Trees from the Grove (Cottage Grove Gen. Soc., Lane Co. OR)
v. 1-10 (1988-1997) (complete; bound), 11 (1998)(complete), 12:1-3 (1999)
Pennsylvania
Cumberland County History (Carlisle PA)
v. 11:2 (winter 1994), 12:2 (1995)
Tennessee
Middle Tennessee Journal of Genealogy & History
v. 11 (complete)

Watauga Association of Genealogists, Upper East TN (Johnson City, TN)
v. 27:2 (1998)
Texas
The Living Tree News (Harris Co. Gen. Soc., TX)
v. 17:2-4, 18-23 (complete), 25:1
The New Bostonian, (New Boston, Bowie Co. TX)
1991-1999 (complete)
Oak Leaves (Matagorda Co. Gen. Soc., Bay City, TX)
v. 6: 2-4 (1987), v. 7-11 (1988-1992)(complete)
Ward County Heritage (Ward Co. TX)
v. 7-11 (1993-98, bound), 8:1-2 (1999)
Virginia
Louisa County Historical Magazine (Louisa VA)
v. 3:1 (June 1971)
Washington
Family Backtracking (Puget Sound Genealogical Society, WA)
v. 18:1-4 (1993)
General / Miscellaneous
American Heritage Service
v. 6:1 (Nov. 1972)
Civil War Times Illustrated
v. 15:7 (1976), 16:3 (1977), 19:5, 8 (1980), 20:2-6 (1981), 36:2,4-7
(1997/98), 37:1-6 (1998)
Colonial Genealogist
v. 4:2 (Fall 1971)
Genealogy Bulletin (AGLL/Heritage Quest)
#s 43, 46, 48 (1998), #51 (1999)
Heritage Quest
#s 71, 72 (1997), 75, 78 (1998), 79, 80 (1999)
Suffolk Roots (Suffolk [England] Family History Society)
v. 24: 2-3 (1998)
From korym at email.msn.com Sun Mar 5 23:49:14 2000
From: korym at email.msn.com (Kory Meyerink)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:38 2003
Subject: 1910 Census
Message-ID: <012801bf873d$5e9d86c0$9d18183f@kory>
I don't have an answer to Pam's excellent question, but it seems certain
that it was indexed before the filming. However, her question raises
another, related question. As most users know, the indexing of 21 states
was actually accomplished in two parts. Some of the states were done using
a Soundex format, similar to 1900 and 1920, while 14 states used the
Miracode approach, which looks very much like it was computer generated.
When was the Miracode actually done, and under whose direction? Are there
computer tapes/punch cards from the data entry?

It actually appears that the Miracode may have been done before the Soundex
cards. For Louisiana, only two cities were done via Miracode, while the
rest of the state was done with the handwritten Soundex. Now, if they had
done the Soundex first, why would the have stopped Louisiana without doing
the two cities (New Orleans, Baton Rouge)?
Any suggestions anyone?
Kory Meyerink (KoryM@msn.com)

From gmorphew at juno.com Mon Mar 6 08:25:36 2000
From: gmorphew at juno.com (Gilbert Morphew)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:38 2003
Subject: 1930 Census
Message-ID: <20000306.083712.-325879.0.gmorphew@juno.com>
Greetings all
Claire may have previously answered this question on the list, but I will
ask it again.
After the filming of the 1930 Census is complete, will ALL the original
records then be destroyed? Are they being destroyed at the end of each
section of filming?
Now, another question that could be a solution to the 'no primary source'
dilemma. Is it possible that EACH STATE archives (or Historical
Societies, Genealogical Societies) could be given the originals for
storage in their facilities?
This way, they could be made available to the public if it became
necessary. The storage could be 'broken up' into sections of the state,
on the county levels, or historical societies, genealogical societies if
a central state archives is not available.
????
Peggy Morphew (Volunteer Library Director), West Valley Genealogical
Society Library
ARIZONA
gmorphew@juno.com
________________________________________________________________
YOU'RE PAYING TOO MUCH FOR THE INTERNET!
Juno now offers FREE Internet Access!
Try it today - there's no risk! For your FREE software, visit:
http://dl.www.juno.com/get/tagj.
From vctinney at dcn.davis.ca.us Mon Mar 6 09:57:18 2000
From: vctinney at dcn.davis.ca.us (Chris & Tom Tinney, Sr.)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:38 2003
Subject: Genealogy & History Internet Web Directory Update.
Message-ID: <38C3F17E.D345193E@dcn.davis.ca.us>

http://www.dcn.davis.ca.us/~vctinney/

From ckluskens at yahoo.com Mon Mar 6 16:53:00 2000
From: ckluskens at yahoo.com (Claire Kluskens)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:38 2003
Subject: 1930 Census
Message-ID: <v04210103b4e9d816a16f@[207.226.188.33]>
<LYR109612-65535-2000.03.06-10.34.44--ckluskens#yahoo.com@lists.acomp.usf.
edu>
<LYR109612-65535-2000.03.06-10.34.44--ckluskens#yahoo.com@lists.acomp.usf.
edu>
Peggy and everyone:
The 1930 census schedules were filmed, then destroyed, by the Bureau
of the Census long long ago (we are talking decades ago) pursuant to
Congressional approval. I don't have the specific destruction
authorization dates handy here at home but I will post them as soon
as I can.
Claire Prechtel-Kluskens
National Archives and Records Administration
Washington, DC
member of the NARA 1930 census committee
writing from ckluskens@yahoo.com
At 8:25 AM -0700 3/6/2000, Gilbert Morphew wrote:
>Greetings all
>
>Claire may have previously answered this question on the list, but I will
>ask it again.
>
>After the filming of the 1930 Census is complete, will ALL the original
>records then be destroyed? Are they being destroyed at the end of each
>section of filming?
>
>Now, another question that could be a solution to the 'no primary source'
>dilemma. Is it possible that EACH STATE archives (or Historical
>Societies, Genealogical Societies) could be given the originals for
>storage in their facilities?
>
>This way, they could be made available to the public if it became
>necessary. The storage could be 'broken up' into sections of the state,
>on the county levels, or historical societies, genealogical societies if
>a central state archives is not available.
>
>????
>
>Peggy Morphew (Volunteer Library Director), West Valley Genealogical
>Society Library
>ARIZONA
>gmorphew@juno.com
Claire Kluskens
home: ckluskens@yahoo.com
work: claire.kluskens@arch1.nara.gov

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Talk to your friends online with Yahoo! Messenger.
http://im.yahoo.com
From gmorphew at juno.com Mon Mar 6 21:56:05 2000
From: gmorphew at juno.com (Gilbert Morphew)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:38 2003
Subject: 1930 Census
Message-ID: <20000306.221935.-257915.0.gmorphew@juno.com>
Claire & Charles
Thanks for your responses.
What about the 1940, 50 , etc.? Have they been filmed as yet? Is it
possible that we could get the originals promised to a State Archives, or
whatever?
Peggy Morphew, Director
West Valley Genealogy Society Library
________________________________________________________________
YOU'RE PAYING TOO MUCH FOR THE INTERNET!
Juno now offers FREE Internet Access!
Try it today - there's no risk! For your FREE software, visit:
http://dl.www.juno.com/get/tagj.
From ckluskens at yahoo.com Tue Mar 7 09:49:28 2000
From: ckluskens at yahoo.com (Claire Kluskens)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:38 2003
Subject: 1930/1940/1950 & later Censuses
Message-ID: <v04210103b4eac7174abb@[209.207.240.61]>
Peggy and everyone:
The 1930 census schedules were filmed, then destroyed, by the Bureau
of the Census long long ago (we are talking decades ago) pursuant to
Congressional approval.
The same is true for 1940, 1950, and I'm sure also for 1960 & 1970.
I don't have the specific destruction authorization dates handy here
at home but I will post them as soon as I can. !!!
Claire Prechtel-Kluskens
National Archives and Records Administration
Washington, DC
member of the NARA 1930 census committee
writing from ckluskens@yahoo.com
At 8:25 AM -0700 3/6/2000, Gilbert Morphew wrote:
>Greetings all
>
>Claire may have previously answered this question on the list, but I will

>ask it again.
>
>After the filming of the 1930 Census is complete, will ALL the original
>records then be destroyed? Are they being destroyed at the end of each
>section of filming?
>
>Now, another question that could be a solution to the 'no primary source'
>dilemma. Is it possible that EACH STATE archives (or Historical
>Societies, Genealogical Societies) could be given the originals for
>storage in their facilities?
>
>This way, they could be made available to the public if it became
>necessary. The storage could be 'broken up' into sections of the state,
>on the county levels, or historical societies, genealogical societies if
>a central state archives is not available.
>
>????
>
>Peggy Morphew (Volunteer Library Director), West Valley Genealogical
>Society Library
>ARIZONA
>gmorphew@juno.com
Claire Kluskens
home: ckluskens@yahoo.com
work: claire.kluskens@arch1.nara.gov
__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Talk to your friends online with Yahoo! Messenger.
http://im.yahoo.com
From cheryls at gwmail.plano.gov Tue Mar 7 14:24:37 2000
From: cheryls at gwmail.plano.gov (Cheryl Smith)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:38 2003
Subject: A colleague's gr
Message-ID: <s8c5113b.059@gwmail.plano.gov>
A colleague's grandfather (who has passed away) has a notation in his genealogy of
a book we can't find. We've looked in WorldCat, Family History Catalog, PERSI, and
a few other places to locate. We don't find anything close. Here's what we're
looking for:
William Bovy's Pedigrees of Families of Sussex County England (1830?)
If you have it and more than likely don't let it circulate we need some
information. We (they) will be glad to pay or send an ILL. They're looking for
the name(s) Rayner, Rainer, or Ryner. They're thinking a copy of the index to make
decisions from there.
If someone out there knows of this title and can help us we would
greatly appreciate it!!
Thanks for any help.
Cheryl Smith
Public Services Librarian
Harrington Library
Plano, TX
972-926-9043

cheryls@gwmail.plano.gov

From landisla at oplin.lib.oh.us Tue Mar 7 17:58:45 2000
From: landisla at oplin.lib.oh.us (Lauren Landis)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:38 2003
Subject: West Va. State Census
References: <LYR6330-65706-2000.03.07-00.01.20-LANDISLA#OPLIN.LIB.OH.US@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <38C589A5.93C1BB08@oplin.lib.oh.us>
Can anyone tell me if West Va. took state censuses between the federal census
years? I have checked Lainhart's book "State Census Records" and there is no
listing for West Va. at all. Does that mean they didn't take one?
-Miss Lauren K. Landis, Genealogy Division Mgr.
Stark County District Library
715 Market Ave. North
Canton, OH 44702-1080
Phone: (330) 4520-0665
********************************************************************* DID YOU
KNOW that you can order certain Stark County records right over the internet?
Just go to our website at www.stark.lib.oh.us/gene.html, click on ?request
forms?, and follow the instructions.
*********************************************************************

From Skaufman at acpl.lib.in.us Wed Mar 8 08:44:24 2000
From: Skaufman at acpl.lib.in.us (Susan Kaufman)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:38 2003
Subject: Allen County Public Library Conference
Message-ID: <B817461CE@acpl.lib.in.us>
Hello Everyone:
I would like to announce "Celebrating the Century" a conference at
the Allen County Public Library in July.
The Allen County Public Library which houses the second largest
genealogy collection in the nation is proud to announce a major
genealogy conference to be held in Fort Wayne, Indiana, July 19-22,
2000. The Library, in co-operation with the Allen County Public
Library Foundation and the Historical Genealogy Department will be
hosting this event at the Grand Wayne Center.
Over ninety lectures will be offered covering research methodology,
technology in genealogy and research sources. In addition to these
presentations, major genealogical vendors including software
distributors, book vendors and publishers will be in attendance.
The Historical Genealogy Department will have extended
hours for the convenience of researchers.

To receive a conference brochure, send an email message to Curt
Witcher at <Cwitcher@acpl.lib.in.us> or myself, Susan Kaufman
<Skaufman@acpl.lib.in.us> putting "Millennium Conference" in the
subject line. In the body of the message please send your name and
mailing address. If you would like a extra brochures to place in
your library, please ask.
We hope to see you here.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Susan D. Kaufman, Librarian
Historical Genealogy Department
Allen County Pubic Library
Box 2270, 900 Webster St.
Fort Wayne, IN 46801
219-421-1225
From af482 at freenet.buffalo.edu Wed Mar 8 08:50:36 2000
From: af482 at freenet.buffalo.edu (Cynthia M. Van Ness)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:38 2003
Subject: Search engines and genealogy
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.3.96.1000308084410.8773B-100000@freenet.buffalo.edu>
Hi, gang,
I vaguely recall reading somewhere that, after "sex," "genealogy" is one
of the most frequently entered terms in search engines. Does anyone have
any guesses how to verify this? Or maybe you read the same factoid that I
did and recall the source?
*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:**:-.,_,.-*
"The world is made up of stories, not atoms." --M. Ruykeyser, paraphrased
Cynthia Van Ness, MLS, email: af482@freenet.buffalo.edu
Genealogy, Buffalo pages: http://www.buffnet.net/~allemand/aboutcv.htm

From vctinney at dcn.davis.ca.us Wed Mar 8 06:44:03 2000
From: vctinney at dcn.davis.ca.us (Chris & Tom Tinney, Sr.)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:38 2003
Subject: Search engines and genealogy
References: <LYR6300-65992-2000.03.08-08.51.35-VCTINNEY#DCN.DAVIS.CA.US@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <38C66733.E294C646@dcn.davis.ca.us>
Searchterms.Com: Top 100" which is a ranking of what
people are searching for on the web, currently does not
show "genealogy" among the first 100 top words. Word
#43 is "dictionary" The top ten words are:
sex
mp3
jennifer lopez

hotmail
pokemon
wrestling
warez
yahoo
chat
games
[Of course, many chat sites are "genealogy", many
genealogists use yahoo; etc.]
Within "the top 500 Digital Media sites for the month
of January 2000" there are, among other items:
"ANCESTRY.COM"
"CENSUS.GOV"
"CLASSMATES.COM"
"DEJA.COM"
"FAMILYTREEMAKER.COM"
"MYFAMILY.COM"
etc.
To always stay current on "GENEALOGY & HISTORY",
you can daily review WHAT'S NEW? at:
http://www.dcn.davis.ca.us/~vctinney/geneal.htm
---------------------------------------------"Cynthia M. Van Ness" wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hi, gang,
I vaguely recall reading somewhere that, after "sex," "genealogy" is one
of the most frequently entered terms in search engines. Does anyone have
any guesses how to verify this? Or maybe you read the same factoid that I
did and recall the source?
*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:**:-.,_,.-*
"The world is made up of stories, not atoms." --M. Ruykeyser, paraphrased
Cynthia Van Ness, MLS, email: af482@freenet.buffalo.edu
Genealogy, Buffalo pages: http://www.buffnet.net/~allemand/aboutcv.htm
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: VCTINNEY@DCN.DAVIS.CA.US
To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')

From rraesk at LTnet.ltls.org Wed Mar 8 11:26:07 2000
From: rraesk at LTnet.ltls.org (Rosemary A. Raeske)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:38 2003
Subject: Spanish-American War
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.3.95.1000308112510.18948A-100000@LTnet.ltls.org>
Thanks to all who gave me information concerning
Kentucky Spanish-American War veterans.
Rosemary Raeske

From mgunter at mail.pratt.lib.md.us Wed Mar 8 12:35:47 2000
From: mgunter at mail.pratt.lib.md.us (Mendy Gunter)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:38 2003
Subject: Search engines and genealogy
In-Reply-To: <LYR108983-65992-2000.03.08-08.51.35-mgunter#mail.pratt.lib.md.us@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.05.10003081233250.21481-100000@mail.pratt.lib.md.us>
I have a link to the top 50 search terms for Lycos.
http://searchenginewatch.com/facts/spotlight.html

It is:

Genealogy is not in the list.
Mendy Gunter
Maryland Department, EPFL
On Wed, 8 Mar 2000, Cynthia M. Van Ness wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hi, gang,
I vaguely recall reading somewhere that, after "sex," "genealogy" is one
of the most frequently entered terms in search engines. Does anyone have
any guesses how to verify this? Or maybe you read the same factoid that I
did and recall the source?
*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:**:-.,_,.-*
"The world is made up of stories, not atoms." --M. Ruykeyser, paraphrased
Cynthia Van Ness, MLS, email: af482@freenet.buffalo.edu
Genealogy, Buffalo pages: http://www.buffnet.net/~allemand/aboutcv.htm
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: mgunter@mail.pratt.lib.md.us
To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')

From dsmith at luna.cas.usf.edu Wed Mar 8 12:45:29 2000
From: dsmith at luna.cas.usf.edu (Drew Smith)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:38 2003
Subject: Search engines and genealogy
In-Reply-To: <LYR6144-65992-2000.03.08-08.51.35-dsmith#luna.cas.usf.edu@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.21.0003081241340.11535-100000@luna.cas.usf.edu>
On Wed, 8 Mar 2000, Cynthia M. Van Ness wrote:
> I vaguely recall reading somewhere that, after "sex," "genealogy" is one
> of the most frequently entered terms in search engines. Does anyone have
> any guesses how to verify this? Or maybe you read the same factoid that I
> did and recall the source?
Wordtracker, at http://www.wordtracker.com, provides a free weekly service
that e-mails a list of the top 500 keywords that are used by various
search engines and metacrawlers. With pornographic terms edited out, the
word "genealogy" appears at 155 on the latest list, and
"geneology" apperas at 174. (If you add them together, they'd probably

qualify in the top 50, but I suspect that people who use the wrong
spelling may figure it out eventually and correct it.)
Drew
-Andrew M. (Drew) Smith
School of Library and Information Science
University of South Florida, Tampa, FL
dsmith@luna.cas.usf.edu
(813) 974-6849

From kstanley at hpl.lib.tx.us Wed Mar 8 12:14:16 2000
From: kstanley at hpl.lib.tx.us (Karen Stanley ; hstaff)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:38 2003
Subject: A colleague's gr
In-Reply-To: <LYR65101-65828-2000.03.07-15.25.54-kstanley#hpl.lib.tx.us@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.21.0003081210190.9320-100000@sparc.hpl.lib.tx.us>
Cheryl,
This probably is the book by William BERRY (not BOVY) titled: "County
genealogies. Pedigrees of the families in the County of Sussex : collected
from the heraldic visitations and other authentic manuscripts in the
British Museum, and in the possession of private individuals, and
from the information of the present resident families..." published in
1830 and 1833. It is one of a series by this author. We do not have this
particular title, but you should be able to find it in WorldCat.
Karen Stanley
Clayton Library
Center for Genealogical Research
Houston, Texas
On Tue, 7 Mar 2000, Cheryl Smith wrote:
> A colleague's grandfather (who has passed away) has a notation in his genealogy
of a book we can't find. We've looked in WorldCat, Family History Catalog, PERSI,
and a few other places to locate. We don't find anything close. Here's what we're
looking for:
> William Bovy's Pedigrees of Families of Sussex County England (1830?)
>
> If you have it and more than likely don't let it circulate we need some
information. We (they) will be glad to pay or send an ILL. They're looking for
the name(s) Rayner, Rainer, or Ryner. They're thinking a copy of the index to make
decisions from there.
>
> If someone out there knows of this title and can help us we would
> greatly appreciate it!!
>
> Thanks for any help.
> Cheryl Smith
> Public Services Librarian
> Harrington Library
> Plano, TX
> 972-926-9043
> cheryls@gwmail.plano.gov

>
>
>
> --> You are currently subscribed to genealib as: kstanley@hpl.lib.tx.us
> To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')
>
>

From af482 at freenet.buffalo.edu Wed Mar 8 13:22:19 2000
From: af482 at freenet.buffalo.edu (Cynthia M. Van Ness)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:38 2003
Subject: Search engines and genealogy
In-Reply-To: <LYR6510-65992-2000.03.08-08.51.35-AF482#FREENET.BUFFALO.EDU@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.3.96.1000308132111.20540B-100000@freenet.buffalo.edu>
Thanks to all who replied, on and off list. It looks like the search
engine popularity of "genealogy" is a bit of wishful thinking.
On Wed, 8 Mar 2000, Cynthia M. Van Ness wrote:
>
>
>
>

I vaguely recall reading somewhere that, after "sex," "genealogy" is one
of the most frequently entered terms in search engines. Does anyone have
any guesses how to verify this? Or maybe you read the same factoid that I
did and recall the source?

*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:**:-.,_,.-*
"The world is made up of stories, not atoms." --M. Ruykeyser, paraphrased
Cynthia Van Ness, MLS, email: af482@freenet.buffalo.edu
Genealogy, Buffalo pages: http://www.buffnet.net/~allemand/aboutcv.htm

From RRoberts at csl.ctstateu.edu Wed Mar 8 13:56:07 2000
From: RRoberts at csl.ctstateu.edu (Richard Roberts)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:38 2003
Subject: NGS 2000 Conference in the States
Message-ID: <s8c65c1f.069@po.cslib.org>
The following news release was prepared by Sally Wadman, Local/Regional Publicity
Chair, NERGC and is being sent to multiple lists. Please distribute as
appropriate.
ALL INVITED TO NGS FAMILY HISTORY CONFERENCE
All persons interested in researching their family tree or learning about other
aspects of genealogy, America's top-ranking hobby, are invited to attend the
National Genealogical Society's (NGS) 200 Conference in the States, the theme of
which is "New England - Bridge to America." The conference, hosted by the new
England Regional Genealogical Conference (NERGC), a consortium of 22 participating
New England societies, will be held at the Rhode Island Convention Center in
Providence from Wednesday, May 31, 2000, through Saturday, June 3.
During the four conference days, there will be a total of 229 family history
lectures, of which over 60 are computer topics, demonstrations, and labs. Talks
will be presented by 86 national, regional, and local speakers, all of whom are

experts in their field. Topic general tracks include Skills & Methodology; Records
& Resources; New England States; Colonial New England, Mid-Atlantic, and Canada;
Ethnic Immigration & Migration; Writing & Publishing Genealogical Material; Family
Health Histories, etc.
Conference attendees will be certain to find family history items, books, charts,
and services in the Exhibit Hall, where over 100 vendors will display and sell
their products.
Twelve different family history organizations have agreed to sponsor luncheons with
special speakers, while NERGC will host a New England Clambake on Thursday evening,
June 1. The new England Historic Genealogical Society will feature a Society Fair
and Reception on the previous evening, May 31. The exhibits, Society Fair, and the
Reception are free to the public.
Conway Tours has been engaged by NERGC to provide four tours, Tuesday through
Saturday, designed to appeal for those who wish to take a break from the
conference's schedule. Two different walking tours of historic Providence; a trip
to Newport; and one to the Mashantucket Pequot Museum, with complementary shuttle
bus to Foxwoods Casino in Connecticut are planned.
Research trips to the New England Historic Genealogical Society's facility in
Boston, as well as to the Rhode Island Historical Society Library will be
available.
There will also be a hospitality kiosk with suggestions for things to see and do in
the Providence, Rhode Island, eastern Connecticut, and southeastern Massachusetts
area; restaurant menus; off-site entertainment ideas; etc.
The Providence Biltmore will serve as the conference hotel headquarters. Other
hotels offering special room rates for the conference include the Westin
Providence, Marriott, Holiday Inn Downtown, Crowne Plaza, and Days Hotel.
The 2000 National Genealogical Society 2000 Conference in the States, hosted by the
new England Regional Genealogical Conference, the Rhode Island Convention Center
offers a wide variety of lectures, activities, social times, exhibits, research
opportunities, etc. Don't miss it! Attend the conference for all four days, or on
a daily basis. Registration fees vary from $60 per day to $205. Booking a space
prior to April 3, 2000 will save money. To request a brochure, contact NGS, 4527
17th St. North, Arlington, VA 22207-2399. Telephone is 1-800-473-0060; FAX - 703525-0052; E-mail - conferenceongenealogy.org; web site - www.ngsgenealogy.org
Richard C. Roberts
Unit Head
History and Genealogy Unit
Connecticut State Library
Tel.: (860) 566-3690 or 566-3692
FAX: (860) 566-2133
http://www.cslib.org/handg.htm

From cyndihow at oz.net Wed Mar 8 11:40:23 2000
From: cyndihow at oz.net (Cyndi Howells)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:38 2003
Subject: Search engines and genealogy
In-Reply-To: <LYR31986-65992-2000.03.08-08.51.35--cyndihow#oz.net@lists.
acomp.usf.edu>

Message-ID: <4.2.2.20000308113825.00a679c0@mail.oz.net>
Actually, the often quoted statistic is that genealogy is the second most
popular topic on the Internet after sex. This makes sense. Sex would have
to come first in order to have genealogy....<g>
Cyndi
At 08:50 AM 3/8/00 -0500, Cynthia M. Van Ness wrote:
>Hi, gang,
>
>I vaguely recall reading somewhere that, after "sex," "genealogy" is one
>of the most frequently entered terms in search engines. Does anyone have
>any guesses how to verify this? Or maybe you read the same factoid that I
>did and recall the source?
>
>
*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:**:-.,_,.-*
>"The world is made up of stories, not atoms." --M. Ruykeyser, paraphrased
>Cynthia Van Ness, MLS, email: af482@freenet.buffalo.edu
>Genealogy, Buffalo pages: http://www.buffnet.net/~allemand/aboutcv.htm
>
>
>-->You are currently subscribed to genealib as: cyndihow@oz.net
>To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')

From larsonch at tcfreenet.org Wed Mar 8 17:11:32 2000
From: larsonch at tcfreenet.org (Chris Larson)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:38 2003
Subject: Search engines and genealogy
In-Reply-To: <LYR6193-65992-2000.03.08-08.51.35-LARSONCH#TCFREENET.ORG@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.BSF.4.10.10003081707040.21617-100000@tcfreenet.org>
Hi Cynthia:
You may be thinking of something that appeared in MacLean's magazine on
September 20, 1999 that stated "Genealogy has become second to pornography
as the most popular use of the World Wide Web, with two million sites and
counting."
Chris Larson
Dakota County (MN) Library System

On Wed, 8 Mar 2000, Cynthia M. Van Ness wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hi, gang,
I vaguely recall reading somewhere that, after "sex," "genealogy" is one
of the most frequently entered terms in search engines. Does anyone have
any guesses how to verify this? Or maybe you read the same factoid that I
did and recall the source?

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:**:-.,_,.-*
"The world is made up of stories, not atoms." --M. Ruykeyser, paraphrased
Cynthia Van Ness, MLS, email: af482@freenet.buffalo.edu
Genealogy, Buffalo pages: http://www.buffnet.net/~allemand/aboutcv.htm
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: LARSONCH@TCFREENET.ORG
To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')

From vctinney at dcn.davis.ca.us Wed Mar 8 18:44:56 2000
From: vctinney at dcn.davis.ca.us (Chris & Tom Tinney, Sr.)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:38 2003
Subject: Search engines and genealogy
References: <LYR6300-66089-2000.03.08-16.16.14-VCTINNEY#DCN.DAVIS.CA.US@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <38C71028.524F530E@dcn.davis.ca.us>
Actually, going back to SALT LAKE CITY, Utah
(September 28, 1998) . . .
"Genealogy is the third-most-popular hobby in the U.S.
and the second-most-popular topic on the Internet. According
to a Maritz Marketing Research study conducted for American
Demographics Magazine, approximately 19 million people
actively trace their lineage."
From: Inukshuk News
NWT Genealogical Society Newsletter
November 1998 - Volume 2 Issue 4
http://www.ssimicro.com/nonprofit/nwtgs/Inukshuk3.htm
Currently, FAST Search: World's Largest Web Index shows:
938,780 documents found for "genealogy"
19,355,450 documents found for "sex"
PER CENT: .O485
AltaVista shows:
About 5,684,813 pages found for "genealogy"
About 11,134,943 pages found.
PER CENT: 0.510535
Respectfully yours,
Tom Tinney, Sr.
http://www.dcn.davis.ca.us/~vctinney/homepage.htm#Here
Who's Who in America, Millennium Edition [54th]
Who's Who In The West, 1998/1999
Who's Who In Genealogy and Heraldry, [both editions]
---------------------------------------------Cyndi Howells wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Actually, the often quoted statistic is that genealogy is the second most
popular topic on the Internet after sex. This makes sense. Sex would have
to come first in order to have genealogy....<g>
Cyndi
At 08:50 AM 3/8/00 -0500, Cynthia M. Van Ness wrote:

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>Hi, gang,
>
>I vaguely recall reading somewhere that, after "sex," "genealogy" is one
>of the most frequently entered terms in search engines. Does anyone have
>any guesses how to verify this? Or maybe you read the same factoid that I
>did and recall the source?
>
>
*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:**:-.,_,.-*
>"The world is made up of stories, not atoms." --M. Ruykeyser, paraphrased
>Cynthia Van Ness, MLS, email: af482@freenet.buffalo.edu
>Genealogy, Buffalo pages: http://www.buffnet.net/~allemand/aboutcv.htm
>
>
>-->You are currently subscribed to genealib as: cyndihow@oz.net
>To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: VCTINNEY@DCN.DAVIS.CA.US
To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')

From jayare at deseretonline.com Tue Mar 7 18:35:37 2000
From: jayare at deseretonline.com (Jayare Roberts)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:38 2003
Subject: Central Illinois Genealogical Quarterly
References: <LYR108127-64775-2000.03.02-15.54.16-jayare#deseretonline.com@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <000601bf8973$cac4c240$d009bed8@jroberts>
Central Illinois Genealogical QuarterlyThe FHLC shows only the 2 issues you cited
for the Decatur Genealogical Society, but continued by Vol.1 of the Central
Illinois Genealogical Quarterly. A few isues of the CIGQ from volumes 5 - 25 on on
4 FHL films.
----- Original Message ----From: Hankel, Hallie
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Sent: Thursday, March 02, 2000 11:10 AM
Subject: [genealib] Central Illinois Genealogical Quarterly
We have a periodical called Decatur Genealogical Society, Vol. 1, no. 1 (Oct.
1965) and Vol. 2, no. 1 (Jan. 1966).
Is this the first 2 issues of Central Illinois Genealogical Quarterly?
OCLC has 1 record for each, with no x refs.
A regional Illinois card catalog I looked at only lists Central Illinois....
Thanks for any info.
Hallie Hankel
Serials Librarian
Jefferson Parish Library
Metairie, Louisiana
504-838-1137
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...

URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20000307/32ec2a1f/
attachment.htm
From jayare at deseretonline.com Wed Mar 8 20:08:08 2000
From: jayare at deseretonline.com (Jayare Roberts)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:38 2003
Subject: hand crank readers
References: <LYR108127-64212-2000.02.29-13.11.15-jayare#deseretonline.com@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <002b01bf8974$b2a78d40$d009bed8@jroberts>
The FHC Support Unit only deals with vendors (mostly AnaComp at
1-800-920-7378), and there seems to be no surplus readers here.
Jayare in SLC
----- Original Message ----From: Amy Hay <gdala1@hotmail.com>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, February 29, 2000 11:10 AM
Subject: [genealib] hand crank readers
>
> Hi All >
> We're in the market for a bunch (meaning 10 - 20 depending on price) of
> hand crank/human powered microfilm readers for our new library, and are
> getting lots of specs and price quotes. 2 questions:
>
> Have any of you bought some of the above RECENTLY and would like to
> recommend a model # or vendor?
>
> We like our Northwest Microfilm 2020, and have found a vendor but not the
> MANUFACTURER. Does anyone have a contact for this?
>
> Thanks, as always, for your help!
>
> Amy
> ______________________________________________________
> Get Your Private, Free Email at http://www.hotmail.com
>
>
> --> You are currently subscribed to genealib as: jayare@deseretonline.com
> To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')
>
>

From jayare at deseretonline.com Wed Mar 8 20:18:15 2000
From: jayare at deseretonline.com (Jayare Roberts)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:38 2003
Subject: Search engines and genealogy
References: <LYR108127-66046-2000.03.08-13.22.46-jayare#deseretonline.com@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <007a01bf8976$1c1d6d20$d009bed8@jroberts>

Seems to me that "sex" and "genealogy" and "pedigrees" and such are very
directly related, not even "cousins once removed"! And since the LDS Church
changed from Genealogical Department and Genealogical Library to Family
History.... well, there doesn't appear to be term or one spelling of any
term that fits our ever-expanding field.
Jayare in SLC
----- Original Message ----From: Cynthia M. Van Ness <af482@freenet.buffalo.edu>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, March 08, 2000 11:22 AM
Subject: [genealib] Re: Search engines and genealogy
> Thanks to all who replied, on and off list. It looks like the search
> engine popularity of "genealogy" is a bit of wishful thinking.
>
> On Wed, 8 Mar 2000, Cynthia M. Van Ness wrote:
>
> > I vaguely recall reading somewhere that, after "sex," "genealogy" is one
> > of the most frequently entered terms in search engines. Does anyone
have
> > any guesses how to verify this? Or maybe you read the same factoid that
I
> > did and recall the source?
>
>
*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:**:-.,_,.-*
> "The world is made up of stories, not atoms." --M. Ruykeyser, paraphrased
> Cynthia Van Ness, MLS, email: af482@freenet.buffalo.edu
> Genealogy, Buffalo pages: http://www.buffnet.net/~allemand/aboutcv.htm
>
>
> --> You are currently subscribed to genealib as: jayare@deseretonline.com
> To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')
>
>

From ge_ref at mcpl.lib.mo.us Thu Mar 9 10:25:21 2000
From: ge_ref at mcpl.lib.mo.us (Genealogy Reference Librarian)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:38 2003
Subject: west va state census
Message-ID: <20000309162311286.AAA96.143@ge_staff_2.mcpl.lib.mo.us>
Lauren Landis asked about West Virginia state census availability.
According to "The Source" (Ancestry, 1997) page 135, "No record
of an applicable state census has been found."
Janice Schultz

-Janice Schultz, Genealogy Reference Librarian
Mid-Continent Public Library

ge_ref@mcpl.lib.mo.us -=- http://www.mcpl.lib.mo.us
Unless explicitly attributed, the opinions expressed are personal.
From jmcmullin at alexandria.lib.va.us Thu Mar 9 12:07:33 2000
From: jmcmullin at alexandria.lib.va.us (Joyce A. McMullin)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:38 2003
Subject: KY, PA, TN mags giveaway
Message-ID: <38C7DA55.7F9B4F61@alexandria.lib.va.us>
Our library is deaccessioning the following, please reply if you are
interested. Your only cost is to reimburse us the postage. Whole
titles only to each address.
Western Pennsylvania Genealogical Society Quarterly, v. 12, 1986 (4
loose issues)
Tennessee Ancestors: v 1, #2, #3 (1985); vols. 2-5 bound (1986-1989); v.
6 #1, #3 (1990)
Kentucky Ancestors, vols. 13-15 (1977-1980) bound
-Joyce A. McMullin, Branch Manager
Alexandria Library, Special Collections at Lloyd House
220 N. Washington St.
Alexandria, VA 22314 USA
Phone: 703.838.4577
FAX: 703.706.3912
http://www.alexandria.lib.va.us/exhibit.htm

From cheryls at gwmail.plano.gov Thu Mar 9 11:04:34 2000
From: cheryls at gwmail.plano.gov (Cheryl Smith)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:38 2003
Subject: A colleague's gr
Message-ID: <s8c78554.005@gwmail.plano.gov>
Boy do we feel silly. I never rechecked her question. She tried all combinations
but kept Bovy as the name. That's why we didn't find it. That teaches me a lesson
in Reference. Thanks to those who found our mistake. Berry is the last name not
Bovy.
<<< "Cheryl Smith" <cheryls@gwmail.plano.gov> 3/ 7 3:07p >>>
A colleague's grandfather (who has passed away) has a notation in his genealogy of
a book we can't find. We've looked in WorldCat, Family History Catalog, PERSI, and
a few other places to locate. We don't find anything close. Here's what we're
looking for:
William Bovy's Pedigrees of Families of Sussex County England (1830?)
If you have it and more than likely don't let it circulate we need some
information. We (they) will be glad to pay or send an ILL. They're looking for
the name(s) Rayner, Rainer, or Ryner. They're thinking a copy of the index to make
decisions from there.
If someone out there knows of this title and can help us we would

greatly appreciate it!!
Thanks for any help.
Cheryl Smith
Public Services Librarian
Harrington Library
Plano, TX
972-926-9043
cheryls@gwmail.plano.gov

--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: cheryls@gwmail.plano.gov
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-genealib-31108S@lists.acomp.usf.edu

From JJohnson at plcmc.lib.nc.us Thu Mar 9 12:10:03 2000
From: JJohnson at plcmc.lib.nc.us (Johnson, Jane)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:38 2003
Subject: Free for Postage
Message-ID: <A5C1CB09C049D211AC1700A0C9D8445211D195@STARFLEET>
We have newspaper clippings or copies of a column entitled "Our Keystone
Families," which ran in The Press and Journal, a Pennsylvania newspaper.
Our holdings are from 1980-1986, and most are still in the newspaper form.
If you are interested in these, they are available on a first come basis.
We just ask that you reimburse us for postage. If you are interested, reply
to jjohnson@plcmc.lib.nc.us.
Thanks,
Jane Johnson
Information Specialist / NCR
From jmcmullin at alexandria.lib.va.us Thu Mar 9 13:03:06 2000
From: jmcmullin at alexandria.lib.va.us (Joyce A. McMullin)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:38 2003
Subject: KY, PA, TN mags giveaway
Message-ID: <38C7E75A.302336E7@alexandria.lib.va.us>
You all are fast! The titles previously posted were committed within 30
minutes. Thank you.
Joyce
-Joyce A. McMullin, Branch Manager
Alexandria Library, Special Collections at Lloyd House
220 North Washington Street.
Alexandria, VA 22314 USA
Phone: 703.838.4577 x 12
FAX: 703.706.3912
Online Indexes & Research Guides:
http://www.alexandria.lib.va.us/index.htm

Online Exhibits: http://www.alexandria.lib.va.us/exhibit.htm

From csherrill at mail.state.tn.us Thu Mar 9 13:03:09 2000
From: csherrill at mail.state.tn.us (Chuck Sherrill)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:39 2003
Subject: Dead Letter Laws
Message-ID: <s8c7a12b.078@langate.tnet.state.tn.us>
To the List:
You are probably familiar with the lists of letters left in Post Offices which
occasionally appear in newspapers of the 19th century.
Our client wants to know whether there were laws governing how long a letter had to
be "dead" before it was published, and whether such publication was required
regularly by law or not. His particular question relates to the 1840s.
Does anyone know of any research on this esoteric subject?
Charles A. Sherrill
Director, Public Services
Tennessee State Library & Archives
403 7th Ave. North
Nashville, TN 37243-0312
csherrill@mail.state.tn.us

From daysa at oplin.lib.oh.us Thu Mar 9 15:15:09 2000
From: daysa at oplin.lib.oh.us (Sandy Day)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:39 2003
Subject: House Bill 519
Message-ID: <38C8064D.C7C06BD3@oplin.lib.oh.us>
Hi:
Does anyone know anything about House Bill 519 in Ohio?
I just read about it in a newsletter:
This is a bill that as of Feb 2000 was waiting to be assigned a
committee after being introduced on 14 Dec 1999:
The proposed bill to amend section 3101.05 of Ohio revised code and
enact section 3101.051.
In essence the bill states:
"upon receiving a request for records pertaining to the issuance of
marriage licenses, a probate court shall furnish copies of the records
as provided under section 149.43 of the Revised Code, except that the
court shall delete or otherwise remove any social security numbers and
the maiden names of the mothers of the parties to a marriage so that
they are not available to the person requesting the records". The only
exception to this is for use in law enforcement, etc.
To read this for yourself:

www.legislature.state.oh.us/
In the current legislation box, click on "House", type in bill number
"519" and click go.
There is another site where we can "Make our voice heard"
www.house.state.oh.us/voice/index.html
I think if it is not too late we need to make OUR VOICES HEARD!!!!!!!!
I hope someone out there has more current info.
Sandy Day
Schiappa Library
Steubenville, OH

From centans at tampabay.rr.com Thu Mar 9 19:21:40 2000
From: centans at tampabay.rr.com (Sharon)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:39 2003
Subject: [Fwd: [NYERIE] Allen County Public Library Conference (fwd)]
Message-ID: <38C84014.262652D5@tampabay.rr.com>
-------------- next part -------------An embedded message was scrubbed...
From: Genealogy <roots@freenet.buffalo.edu>
Subject: [NYERIE] Allen County Public Library Conference (fwd)
Date: Thu, 9 Mar 2000 09:54:24 -0500 (EST)
Size: 2877
Url:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20000309/06e4374d/
attachment.eml
From jayare at deseretonline.com Thu Mar 9 19:02:59 2000
From: jayare at deseretonline.com (Jayare Roberts)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:39 2003
Subject: West Va. State Census
References: <LYR6330-65706-2000.03.07-00.01.20-LANDISLA#OPLIN.LIB.OH.US@lists.acomp.usf.edu> <LYR108127-65883-2000.03.0718.05.11--jayare#deseretonline.com@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <001801bf8a34$c445bb60$b608bed8@jroberts>
The FHL SourceGuide mentions only a 1782 and 1785 Virginia census, and they
have been widely published -with some tax rolls- as substitutes for the 1790
census. Most state census schedules seem to be created for booming
populations or growing territories. The FHL has about 3,000 such rolls,
including my favorites in NY, IL, IA, RI, and WI.
Jayare in SLC
----- Original Message ----From: Lauren Landis <landisla@oplin.lib.oh.us>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, March 07, 2000 3:58 PM
Subject: [genealib] West Va. State Census

Can anyone tell me if West Va. took state censuses between the federal
census
years? I have checked Lainhart's book "State Census Records" and there is
no
listing for West Va. at all. Does that mean they didn't take one?
-Miss Lauren K. Landis, Genealogy Division Mgr.
Stark County District Library
715 Market Ave. North
Canton, OH 44702-1080
Phone: (330) 4520-0665
********************************************************************* DID
YOU
KNOW that you can order certain Stark County records right over the
internet?
Just go to our website at www.stark.lib.oh.us/gene.html, click on "request
forms", and follow the instructions.
*********************************************************************

--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: jayare@deseretonline.com
To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')

From jayare at deseretonline.com Thu Mar 9 19:15:00 2000
From: jayare at deseretonline.com (Jayare Roberts)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:39 2003
Subject: A colleague's gr
References: <LYR108127-66339-2000.03.09-12.06.02-jayare#deseretonline.com@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <002e01bf8a36$71a26b40$b608bed8@jroberts>
The Berry volume is available via FHCs as film 450198.
JR
----- Original Message ----From: Cheryl Smith <cheryls@gwmail.plano.gov>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Thursday, March 09, 2000 10:04 AM
Subject: [genealib] Re: A colleague's gr
Boy do we feel silly. I never rechecked her question. She tried all
combinations but kept Bovy as the name. That's why we didn't find it. That
teaches me a lesson in Reference. Thanks to those who found our mistake.
Berry is the last name not Bovy.
<<< "Cheryl Smith" <cheryls@gwmail.plano.gov> 3/ 7 3:07p >>>
A colleague's grandfather (who has passed away) has a notation in his

genealogy of a book we can't find. We've looked in WorldCat, Family History
Catalog, PERSI, and a few other places to locate. We don't find anything
close. Here's what we're looking for:
William Bovy's Pedigrees of Families of Sussex County England (1830?)
If you have it and more
information. We (they)
for the name(s) Rayner,
index to make decisions

than likely don't let it circulate we need some
will be glad to pay or send an ILL. They're looking
Rainer, or Ryner. They're thinking a copy of the
from there.

If someone out there knows of this title and can help us we would
greatly appreciate it!!
Thanks for any help.
Cheryl Smith
Public Services Librarian
Harrington Library
Plano, TX
972-926-9043
cheryls@gwmail.plano.gov

--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: cheryls@gwmail.plano.gov
To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')

--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: jayare@deseretonline.com
To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')

From gmorphew at juno.com Fri Mar 10 07:44:00 2000
From: gmorphew at juno.com (Gilbert Morphew)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:39 2003
Subject: Dead Letter Laws
Message-ID: <20000310.074904.-131639.0.gmorphew@juno.com>
Charles
It is my understanding that City Dwellers had to go to the Post Office to
pick up mail. If mail was not picked up within a set amount of time,
they would then post it in the newspaper. I do not know how long the
Post Office kept the mail before it became a 'dead letter'.
Sincerely,
Peggy Morphew
West Valley Gen Soc Library
Youngtown Arizona
________________________________________________________________

YOU'RE PAYING TOO MUCH FOR THE INTERNET!
Juno now offers FREE Internet Access!
Try it today - there's no risk! For your FREE software, visit:
http://dl.www.juno.com/get/tagj.
From GenAnnual at aol.com Sat Mar 11 08:27:00 2000
From: GenAnnual at aol.com (GenAnnual@aol.com)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:39 2003
Subject: Fast-growing family index added to FamilySearch site
Message-ID: <c.252653a.25fba3a4@aol.com>
Fast-growing family index added to FamilySearch site
Church News, For the week ending Mar. 11, 2000
http://www.desnews.com/cn/home.html
http://www.lds.org/
A powerful, fast-growing new resource has been added to FamilySearch Internet
Genealogy Service, the Church's family history research site on the Internet.
The Church's site, located at www.familysearch.org, is among the largest and
busiest genealogical sites in the world, with some 125,000 visits daily to
its 650 million names. The new resource is a master index to the Pedigree
Resource File, a user-submitted collection containing nearly 10 million names
organized in families. This index is growing at the rate of a million names a
month and, with URL "hot-connect" buttons included, has the potential to
eventually become one of the largest exchange sites of family history
information. By connecting to home pages all over the world, this index will
help bring the global community of family tree researchers yet closer.
The actual file is contained on nine compact discs that include sources and
the submitters' E-mail addresses. "Pedigree Resource File is not just data to
look at, it is data to share with others," said Raymond W. Madsen, product
manager for the FamilySearch site. "It is probably the easiest way to
preserve and share your genealogy."
He said that submitters are encouraged to include sources and notes, and
where possible to collaborate with others doing research on the same family
line through E-mail and other corre- spondence. "This is what it is all about
? working with other people," said Brother Madsen.
He explained that he tested this collaboration network by sending E-mail
queries to 10 people regarding his personal research. In less than a week,
"all 10 of them had responded. The information I am getting back is just
phenomenal. I am excited."
The new, online index directs searchers to the Pedigree Resource File, a
collection of names that have been submitted by those who use the Church's
Internet site. The collection is unedited and does contain duplication, but
it includes ways to contact those who contributed the names, and source
information. As more names are contributed, more discs will be available,
said Brother Madsen. He expects the site to be updated monthly, and for
submissions to increase over time. Many of those who submit are not members
of the Church. "The index is reasonably complete, and so much can be done
without the CDs," he said. All the names are listed, and families can be
tracked through the generation.
The new index is easy to navigate. When a user opens the FamilySearch page, a
prompt for a search for ancestors appears. This search now includes the
Ancestral File, International Genealogical Index, Pedigree Resource File and
web sites. When a name is typed into the search forms, all these files are

searched. If a user wants to search only the Pedigree Resource File, the user
can click on the custom search tab, select the Pedigree Resource File and use
that search form.
"We did a survey to see how many names on the Pedigree Resource File have
sources and notes, and about 15 percent have," he said. While that doesn't
sound like many, "15 percent can actually amount to a lot when it comes to a
pedigree." A family tree display is available on the CDs, which also includes
a master index. The CDs allow for easy printing of various charts, and
capture of the information. The online version does not have the sources and
notes, but indicates it if they are available on a CD. Submissions to
Pedigree Resource File must be made on a GEDCOM file, which is created on the
Church's Personal Ancestral File software or other commercial family history
software. The Church's Personal Ancestral File 4.0 can be downloaded free,
directly from the FamilySearch site in English, Spanish, French, German or
Portuguese. (See previous Church News story.)
To submit files to Pedigree Resource File, the information is first saved in
a GEDCOM file using the PAF software. The user opens the FamilySearch site
and clicks on "preserve your genealogy." The user is required to register,
and the next prompt will guide the user through the steps of submission,
which include agreeing to the conditions of submitting. "As people submit
their PAF-created GEDCOM files to us, which currently have to be in Roman
characters, they have the opportunity to specify their own URL to their own
website," Brother Madsen said. "As people enrich their own website, there
could be notes, there could be pictures. The person who owns the data can
maintain the data and this should be the most current view of the data."
There is a space for E-mail addresses to be included, he said. Most
subscribers to an Internet search engine are given capacity to create their
own home page, and such a home page can be built by those experienced in
computers by using the information on the Personal Ancestral File. The
Pedigree Resource File CDs are sold at $5 each, and the entire set is
available for $15.

From centans at tampabay.rr.com Mon Mar 13 23:01:16 2000
From: centans at tampabay.rr.com (Sharon)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:39 2003
Subject: Position Vacancy: Electronic Information Librarian at University of
Florida
Message-ID: <38CDB98C.8590ECD1@tampabay.rr.com>
CROSS POSTED:

Please excuse duplications

Electronic Information Librarian: Assistant University Librarian,
University of South Florida, St. Petersburg. Twelve-month, non-tenure
appointment. Salary $34,500 ? negotiable. Qualifications: MLS from
ALA-accredited program; experience with Windows NT, network server
management, networked CD-ROMs, and Web design. Ability to work
cooperatively with library and computing staff, excellent communication
skills, and demonstrated ability to lead or direct group work.
Preferred qualifications include: Experience with Sun Solaris 2.6 or
comparable UNIX platforms for Web services, knowledge of information
technology, and reference experience. Familiarity with specialized
library applications such as Ariel, ILLiad, and OCLC Access Suite.
Responsibilities: Maintain and troubleshoot network of desktop systems,
CD-ROM databases, NOTIS operations and Web site. Provide technical

South

support and training. Some Reference service required. Apply to: Send
letter of application, vita, and names, addresses and telephone numbers
of three references to Deborah Henry, Chair of Search Committee, Poynter
Library, USF ? St. Petersburg, 140 Seventh Avenue South, St. Petersburg,
FL 33701. Application deadline: March 31, 2000, or until position is
filled. USF is an Equal Opportunity, Affirmative Action, Equal Access
institution. For disability accommodations, contact (727) 553-3401 /
TDD (813) 974-1510 a minimum of five working days in advance.

From daysa at oplin.lib.oh.us Tue Mar 14 08:53:19 2000
From: daysa at oplin.lib.oh.us (Sandy Day)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:39 2003
Subject: Seeking Periodicals
Message-ID: <38CE444F.2305DCCD@oplin.lib.oh.us>
Hi:
In our library we receive the following publication and somehow or
another, we are missing issues for 1994. I have Vol. 1 but if anyone
has any duplicates of the other 3 volumes, I would like to see if we
could work out a trade:
Ohio The Cross Road of our Nation: Records and Pioneer Families
Vol. XXXV (1994) Need Vol. 2, 3 and 4 only
Any help appreciated. I know I can purchase these but would rather try
to trade first.
Sandy Day
Schiappa Library
Steubenville, OH

From csherrill at mail.state.tn.us Tue Mar 14 09:45:19 2000
From: csherrill at mail.state.tn.us (Chuck Sherrill)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:39 2003
Subject: Dead Letters: The Facts Uncovered
Message-ID: <s8ce0a4c.010@langate.tnet.state.tn.us>
To the Genealib List:
Thanks to those of you who responded to my inquiry about the lists of "dead
letters" one sometimes finds in 19th-century newspapers. Kassie Hassler, a
crackerjack reference librarian on our staff, found the answer in a book titled
"Laws and Regulations ... of the Post Office Department" published in 1847.
According to this book dead letters were those left in the post office at the end
of each quarter. They were to be listed alphabetically and published in the local

newspaper - or posted prominently in the town if there was no newspaper.
post offices could advertise monthly.

Busier

After another three months passed, remaining dead letters were to be forwarded to
the Post Office Department in Washington. The local P.O. was then reimbursed for
the advertising expenses. Although final disposition is not specifically stated in
the law, they were apparently discarded after being counted.
We don't know why our client asked this question, or why anyone would ever need to
know this, but we take great satisfaction in having found an answer!

From smith at ngsgenealogy.org Tue Mar 14 12:02:24 2000
From: smith at ngsgenealogy.org (Dereka Smith)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:39 2003
Subject: Library of Congress Subject Headings
References: <LYR31053-67029-2000.03.14-10.46.23-smith#ngsgenealogy.org@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <38CE70A0.6408FCF7@ngsgenealogy.org>
We have just acquired the 22nd edition of the LCSH red books. We are
discarding the 17th edition (1994). If anyone wants these four
volumes, I will send them along for book rate postage.
Dereka Smith
National Genealogical Society

From bteschek at hampton.lib.nh.us Tue Mar 14 12:39:23 2000
From: bteschek at hampton.lib.nh.us (Bill Teschek)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:39 2003
Subject: Library of Congress Subject Headings
In-Reply-To: <LYR105667-67033-2000.03.14-11.56.44-bteschek#hampton.lib.nh.us@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <EE0D1DC228A@LIBRARY.HAMPTON.LIB.NH.US>
> We have just acquired the 22nd edition of the LCSH red books. We are
> discarding the 17th edition (1994). If anyone wants these four
> volumes, I will send them along for book rate postage.
I'll take them if no one else has.
Bill Teschek
Assistant Director
Lane Memorial Library
2 Academy Ave.
Hampton, NH 03842
bteschek@hampton.lib.nh.us
(603)-926-3368
(603)-926-1348 (fax)
http://www.hampton.lib.nh.us
From dsmith at luna.cas.usf.edu Tue Mar 14 13:07:02 2000
From: dsmith at luna.cas.usf.edu (Drew Smith)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:39 2003

Subject: 1910 Census
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.21.0003141304480.19616-100000@luna.cas.usf.edu>
The following message is forwarded with permission from Bill Dollarhide...
---------- Forwarded message ---------Date: Tue, 7 Mar 2000 09:18:02 -0700
From: Bill Dollarhide <Bill@HeritageQuest.com>
Subject: RE: [genealib] Re: 1910 Census
[...]
It is my understanding that surviving original census records, 1790-1880,
were transferred from the Commerce Department (Census Bureau) to the
National Archives soon after it was created by Congress in 1935. The
Commerce Department retained the original censuses after 1880, and during
World War II, they microfilmed all of the manuscript censuses, 1900-1940, as
a space-saving measure. After microfilming, they obtained permission from
Congress to destroy the originals.
Since the 1910 census was included in that destruction, the soundex/miracode
conducted by the Personal Census Search branch of the Census Bureau (now the
Age Search Group) had to have been done from the microfilmed schedules. The
indexing was conducted in 1962.
I visited the Age Search Group a few years ago, when they were still located
in Pittsburgh, Kansas (they are now in Jeffersonville, Indiana). I recall
asking questions about the 1910 soundex/miracode, for which I never got a
good answer. For example, why were only 21 states completed? No one there
knew for sure. Although the people there confirmed that it was their group
that actually did the work of indexing the 1910 census back in 1962, there
was not a single person left working there who was involved in that project.
There have been reports that the reason had to do with states with
state-wide vital registration not needing a soundex index -- but there are
states (like California) with a miracode index, yet had state-wide
registration well before 1910.
Another unanswered question was why there was a soundex and a miracode,
except that there was supposed to be some conflict with using the term
"soundex" due to the Rand Corportation, who invented it, having some
proprietory rights to the term. This was not confirmed either, and again, no
one had a clear answer.
It is interesting that the soundex cards for the 1910 census are identical
to the 1900 soundex cards in form and content, and are handwritten entries.
On the other hand, the 1910 miracode entries are all computer printouts from
a database for which the original data entry forms apparently no longer
exist. It can be confirmed that the original 1910 soundex cards all have the
date "1962" printed on the cards themselves, but there is no way to do that
with the computer print-outs for the miracode entries.
I don't know when the 1910 soundex cards and miracode printed entries were
turned over to the National Archives, and whether the microfilming was by
the Census Bureau or the National Archives. But, the microfilming took place
between 1962 and 1982. It is not surprising that microfilming of the 1910
schedules, which took place in the 1940s, is of lesser quality.
William Dollarhide
bill@heritagequest.com

From smith at ngsgenealogy.org Tue Mar 14 13:30:53 2000
From: smith at ngsgenealogy.org (Dereka Smith)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:39 2003
Subject: LCSH
References: <EE0D1DC228A@LIBRARY.HAMPTON.LIB.NH.US>
Message-ID: <38CE855D.E33FCF06@ngsgenealogy.org>
You are the first and I will send them off to you tomorrow.
Dereka

From ksmith at greenapple.com Tue Mar 14 20:38:53 2000
From: ksmith at greenapple.com (Karen S. Smith)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:39 2003
Subject: Seeking Periodicals
References: <LYR31160-67014-2000.03.14-09.08.37-ksmith#greenapple.com@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <002f01bf8e1f$397718a0$e44a90c6@computer>
Sandy,
Have you tried contacting The Ohio Genealogical Society to see if they
possibly have copies of the back issues you need?
Karen S. Smith, 3rd Vice President
The Ohio Genealogical Society
----- Original Message ----From: Sandy Day <daysa@oplin.lib.oh.us>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, March 14, 2000 8:53 AM
Subject: [genealib] Seeking Periodicals
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hi:
In our library we receive the following publication and somehow or
another, we are missing issues for 1994. I have Vol. 1 but if anyone
has any duplicates of the other 3 volumes, I would like to see if we
could work out a trade:
Ohio The Cross Road of our Nation: Records and Pioneer Families
Vol. XXXV (1994) Need Vol. 2, 3 and 4 only
Any help appreciated. I know I can purchase these but would rather try
to trade first.
Sandy Day
Schiappa Library
Steubenville, OH
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: ksmith@greenapple.com

> To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')
>
>

From vctinney at dcn.davis.ca.us Tue Mar 14 17:52:20 2000
From: vctinney at dcn.davis.ca.us (Chris & Tom Tinney, Sr.)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:39 2003
Subject: Is genealogy really the world's most popular hobby?
References: <000101bf8d15$13ae8fa0$2b05c5d1@ritcheym.burgoyne.com>
Message-ID: <38CEECD4.97E0A972@dcn.davis.ca.us>
You pose a very interesting question. You are of course
aware of Mark & Cyndi Howells. In the Genealogy &
Technology Articles by Mark Howells, in 1998, is:
The Future of Internet Genealogy ? Twelve Predictions
What to expect in the next few years.
http://www.oz.net/~markhow/writing/future.htm
Mark Howells further expanded on this idea in 1999:
"You can never plan the future by the past"
What will the future hold for genealogy? This article
provides some musings on trends to watch for in our hobby.
http://www.oz.net/~markhow/writing/future2.htm
"The major force which is propelling changes in family
history research is its increasing popularity." . . .
"The oft-quoted American Demographics magazine article
http://www.demographics.com/
on the increasing popularity of family history brought this
trend to national attention in 1995. In 1995, some 113
million adults in the US, or four out of ten of us, were at
least somewhat interested in family history. [Note
the critical word: "somewhat".] This made genealogy
one of America's most popular hobbies. And remember
this was before the Internet found its way into many
American homes."
http://www.demographics.com/publications/ad/95_ad/9512_ad/ad845.htm
Another related article:
The Reunion Market, April 1996, American Demographics
http://www.demographics.com/publications/ad/96_ad/9604_ad/9604af02.htm
"Taking It Further: For more information about
the demographics of those involved in genealogy,
contact Maritz Marketing Research
http://www.maritz.com/maritz/internat/asp/usa.asp
1297 North Highway Drive
Fenton, MO 63099
(314) 827-8532"
Going back to SALT LAKE CITY, Utah
(September 28, 1998) . . .
"Genealogy is the third-most-popular hobby in the U.S.
and the second-most-popular topic on the Internet. . . .
From: Inukshuk News
NWT Genealogical Society Newsletter

November 1998 - Volume 2 Issue 4
http://www.ssimicro.com/nonprofit/nwtgs/Inukshuk3.htm
A worldwide perspective is more difficult to obtain when
considering the 6 billion population, of which 1.2 billion are
behind the China "wall"; that in Russia today Internet traffic
is under government review at all times. Currently, FAST
Search, billed as the World's Largest Web Index, shows:
938,780 documents found for "genealogy"
19,355,450 documents found for "sex"
PER CENT: .O485
Since there are an estimated 1 billion documents currently
on the Internet, using the above statistics, there are approximately
3,129,100 documents in the system for "genealogy"; as noted
by FAST Search technology.
Chris Larson noted that MacLean's magazine, on
September 20, 1999 stated "Genealogy has become second
to pornography as the most popular use of the World Wide
Web, with two million sites and counting."
Author: Chris Larson <larsonch@tcfreenet.org>
Author: Mendy Gunter <mgunter@mail.pratt.lib.md.us>
stated the location for the top 50 search terms for Lycos. It is:
http://searchenginewatch.com/facts/spotlight.html
"Genealogy is not in the list."
"Searchterms.Com: Top 100" which is a ranking of what
people are searching for on the web, currently does not
show "genealogy" among the first 100 top words.
The top ten words are:
sex
mp3
jennifer lopez
hotmail
pokemon
wrestling
warez
yahoo
chat
games
[Of course, many chat sites are "genealogy"/
geneOlogy, many use "family history" as a
search term; about 2/3 of searches consist of
more than one word: EX: genealogy web
directory; genealogists use yahoo; etc.]
Within "the top 500 Digital Media sites for the month
of January 2000" there are, among other items:
"ANCESTRY.COM"
"CENSUS.GOV"
"CLASSMATES.COM"
"DEJA.COM"
"FAMILYTREEMAKER.COM"
"MYFAMILY.COM"
etc.

The LDS Church has the most active population concerned
with genealogy and family history interests. Using a projected
12 million population for the Church against the world of
6 billion, gives PER CENT: 0.002 Assuming 10 per cent
of the LDS Church are actively involved in genealogy and
family history further reduces this to 0.0002: 1.2 million.
According to TIME MAGAZINE:
FAMILY
APRIL 19, 1999 VOL. 153 NO. 15
Roots Mania
"There are at least seven treemaking computer programs
currently selling well, and according to Nielsen/NetRatings,
the three top genealogy websites in March had an audience
of 1.3 million individual devotees."
Respectfully yours,
Tom Tinney, Sr.
http://www.dcn.davis.ca.us/~vctinney/homepage.htm#Here
Who's Who in America, Millennium Edition [54th]
Who's Who In The West, 1998/1999
Who's Who In Genealogy and Heraldry, [both editions]
----------------------------------------------"Michael T. Ritchey" wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I'm wondering if any of you might know where I can get a reliable quote
(from Guinness book, almanacs, or whatever) on genealogy's popularity
ranking as a hobby in the U.S. or worldwide? We always hear in the U.S.
that it's number three, right behind stamp and coin collecting, but there's
never a source attributed to the assertion.
Can anybody help?
Thanks,
Michael

From berganne at metronet.lib.mi.us Wed Mar 15 16:04:19 2000
From: berganne at metronet.lib.mi.us (Anne Berg)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:39 2003
Subject: County Web sites on USGenWeb
Message-ID: <Pine.BSF.4.03.10003151557110.80083-100000@metronet.lib.mi.us>
I am giving a class on Saturday on "Genealogy on the Web". I always show
a couple of home pages of states on the USGenWeb Project. Then I show at
least one county. Does anyone have a suggestion for a county page that is
especially good? I like to show one with nice graphics and good
information. The one I had used last time has changed its format.
Thanks.
Anne Berg
Reference Librarian
Baldwin Public Library
300 W. Merrill
Birmingham, MI 48009

From Fiona.Corcoran at hcc.govt.nz Thu Mar 16 10:06:51 2000
From: Fiona.Corcoran at hcc.govt.nz (Fiona Corcoran)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:39 2003
Subject: enquiry about uniforms
Message-ID: <C1BFB2E9FCC5D211AD470008C79FFE90C1D032@MERCURY>
Hello:
Has anyone any knowledge of a "zurta uniform"? From the description given
it is not military as it includes a top hat, tails etc. The person
enquiring has a photo of a gentleman in the late 1800s in North America
(prob. Canada) wearing what he called his "Zurta uniform" and of course the
gentleman concerned is no longer around to provide useful information for
his family.
Thanks in advance to anybody who can help.
Fiona Corcoran
Reference, Hamilton City Libraries
Hamilton, New Zealand
fiona.corcoran@hcc.govt.nz
From history at lapl.org Wed Mar 15 15:06:40 2000
From: history at lapl.org (History & Genealogy Department)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:39 2003
Subject: County Web sites on USGenWeb
References: <LYR6162-67213-2000.03.15-16.06.10-HISTORY#LAPL.ORG@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <38D01780.EA315BA6@lapl.org>

Anne Berg wrote:
>
Does anyone have a suggestion for a county page that is
> especially good?
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Anne Berg
Reference Librarian
Baldwin Public Library
300 W. Merrill
Birmingham, MI 48009
--My favorite is Delaware County, New York at:
http://www.rootsweb.com/~nydelawa/

Michael Kirley
-Los Angeles Public Library
History/Genealogy Department
630 W. 5th St
Los Angeles, CA 90071
(213) 228-7272

From cyndihow at oz.net Wed Mar 15 16:30:03 2000
From: cyndihow at oz.net (Cyndi Howells)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:39 2003
Subject: County Web sites on USGenWeb
In-Reply-To: <LYR31986-67213-2000.03.15-16.06.10--cyndihow#oz.net@lists.
acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <4.2.2.20000315162658.00b034f0@mail.oz.net>
At 04:04 PM 3/15/00 -0500, Anne Berg wrote:
>I am giving a class on Saturday on "Genealogy on the Web". I always show
>a couple of home pages of states on the USGenWeb Project. Then I show at
>least one county. Does anyone have a suggestion for a county page that is
>especially good? I like to show one with nice graphics and good
>information. The one I had used last time has changed its format.
>
>Thanks.
>Anne Berg
>Reference Librarian
>Baldwin Public Library
>300 W. Merrill
>Birmingham, MI 48009
Anne This is my favorite:
Chester County, Pennsylvania
http://www.rootsweb.com/~pacheste/chester.htm
I believe one of the reasons it is so well done is because it has had the
same volunteer since the beginning. The site is loaded with transcriptions,
helpful instructions, and is easy to navigate.
Cyndi
~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*
Cyndi Howells
Edgewood, Washington
cyndihow@oz.net
Cyndi's List - Over 62,000 links in over 120 categories!
http://www.CyndisList.com
"Netting Your Ancestors Genealogical Research on the Internet"
http://www.CyndisList.com/netting.htm
"Cyndi's List" -- The BOOK!
http://www.CyndisList.com/cl_book.htm

From berganne at metronet.lib.mi.us Thu Mar 16 09:08:55 2000
From: berganne at metronet.lib.mi.us (Anne Berg)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:39 2003
Subject: County Web Sites on USGenWeb
Message-ID: <Pine.BSF.4.03.10003160903020.11182-100000@metronet.lib.mi.us>

Thanks to all of you who sent in suggestions for county Web sites on the
USGenWeb to use for my "Genealogy on the Web" class. Now it will be tough
to pick just one or two!
This will be a perfect example for my class of people helping other people
on the Web.
Thanks again.
Anne Berg
P.S. If anyone would like the list I've compiled from your suggestions,
please e-mail me privately and I'll send it to you off-list.

From af482 at freenet.buffalo.edu Thu Mar 16 10:46:28 2000
From: af482 at freenet.buffalo.edu (Cynthia M. Van Ness)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:39 2003
Subject: Off topic, but amusing
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.3.96.1000316103605.1492A-100000@freenet.buffalo.edu>
Hi, gang,
This isn't genealogical, but it really happened and I had to share it with
some fellow 'brarians.
A teacher-in-training was in my library preparing a unit on local history
for grade school kids and wanted to mention Buffalo's one-time prominence
as a brewing center. So she went to our Children's Room and was incensed
to find that they didn't have any children's books on how to do home
brewing or distilling.
I did not make this up.
*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:**:-.,_,.-*
"The world is made up of stories, not atoms." --M. Ruykeyser, paraphrased
Cynthia Van Ness, MLS, email: af482@freenet.buffalo.edu
Genealogy, Buffalo pages: http://www.buffnet.net/~allemand/aboutcv.htm

From jayare at deseretonline.com Sat Mar 18 17:56:49 2000
From: jayare at deseretonline.com (Jayare Roberts)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:39 2003
Subject: Off topic, but amusing
References: <LYR108127-67287-2000.03.16-10.46.56-jayare#deseretonline.com@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <000e01bf913e$025e5640$7ad87ed8@jroberts>
I still remember the sight and smell of my Grandpa's home brew in his
basement in Milwaukee. Naturally, he was an immigrant from Prizzi, Sicily!
Jayare in SLC
----- Original Message ----From: Cynthia M. Van Ness <af482@freenet.buffalo.edu>

To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Cc: Cynthia M. Van Ness <af482@freenet.buffalo.edu>
Sent: Thursday, March 16, 2000 8:46 AM
Subject: [genealib] Off topic, but amusing
>
> Hi, gang,
>
> This isn't genealogical, but it really happened and I had to share it with
> some fellow 'brarians.
>
> A teacher-in-training was in my library preparing a unit on local history
> for grade school kids and wanted to mention Buffalo's one-time prominence
> as a brewing center. So she went to our Children's Room and was incensed
> to find that they didn't have any children's books on how to do home
> brewing or distilling.
>
> I did not make this up.
>
>
*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:**:-.,_,.-*
> "The world is made up of stories, not atoms." --M. Ruykeyser, paraphrased
> Cynthia Van Ness, MLS, email: af482@freenet.buffalo.edu
> Genealogy, Buffalo pages: http://www.buffnet.net/~allemand/aboutcv.htm
>
>
> --> You are currently subscribed to genealib as: jayare@deseretonline.com
> To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')
>
>

From egrundset at dar.org Tue Mar 21 13:01:43 2000
From: egrundset at dar.org (Grundset, Eric)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:39 2003
Subject: Job Announcement - DAR Library, Washington, DC
Message-ID: <915557B7B527D211AAC700805F4BF4861B01BE@darmail.clark.net>
March 21, 2000
Acquisitions Librarian, DAR Library
The DAR Library has an immediate opening for an acquisitions librarian to
handle all aspects of ordering and accessioning of new materials for the
book and microform collections. The position supervises one staff member and
works with various others involved in the collection development process. In
addition, as a member of the information management team of the Library,
this position provides reference and referral services to customers.
Applicants must have an MLS with at least five years of library experience,
and be able to demonstrate background in American genealogical and/or
historical study. Attention to detail, ability to use Microsoft Office and
other computer applications, and interest in working with a diverse staff
and clientele are important considerations. The DAR Library, established in
1896, is one of the country's premier genealogical research centers with an
ever-expanding collection and the resources and a dedicated membership to
support it.

If you or anyone you know are interested in this position please submit a
cover letter, resume, and salary history via fax, email or U. S. mail to:
Human Resources,
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
1776 D. St., N.W.,
Washington, DC 20006-5392.
Fax: 202-879-5702
Email: hr@dar.org <mailto:hr@dar.org>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: application/ms-tnef
Size: 4031 bytes
Desc: not available
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20000321/72f2947c/
attachment.bin
From berganne at metronet.lib.mi.us Tue Mar 21 14:34:39 2000
From: berganne at metronet.lib.mi.us (Anne Berg)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:39 2003
Subject: Best County Sites on USGenWeb
Message-ID: <Pine.BSF.4.03.10003181654150.28588-100000@metronet.lib.mi.us>
I got so many requests for the list of sites that all of you recommended
as "best county sites" on the USGenWeb that I decided to post the list
here. They are in the order in which I received them. I eliminated all the
descriptions to save space, but I appreciate your comments. Many of you
paid great compliments to the county coordinators who maintain the sites.
Anne Berg
Reference Librarian
Baldwin Public Library
Birmingham, MI 48009
Best County Sites on USGenWeb
Harrison County, WVa.
http://rootsweb.com/~wvharris
Cumberland County, NC
http://www.rootsweb.com/~nccumber/cumberland.htm
Lincoln County, KS
http://skyways.lib.ks.us/genweb/lincoln/index.html
Lorain County, OH
http://www.centurytel.net/lorgen
Giles County, TN
http://www.rootsweb.com/~tngiles
Venango County, PA
http://www.rootsweb.com/~pavenang

Delaware County, NY
http://www.rootsweb.com/~nydelawa
Chester County, PA
http://www.rootsweb.com/~pacheste/chester.htm
Bradford County, PA
http://www.rootsweb.com/~pabradfo/bradweb.htm
Franklin County, NC
http://www.rootsweb.com/~ncfrankl
Hardy County, WV
http://www.rootsweb.com/~wvhardy
Morgan County, UT
http://www.rootsweb.com/~utmorgan

From GenAnnual at aol.com Wed Mar 22 00:05:12 2000
From: GenAnnual at aol.com (GenAnnual@aol.com)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:39 2003
Subject: Obit:Eleanor Gehres, longtime head Western History and Genealogy,
Message-ID: <39.2b1ba76.2609ae88@aol.com>
Eleanor Gehres, Obituary from the Rocky Mountain News,
http://insidedenver.com:80/obituaries/0320obit0.shtml
20 March 2000
Gehres turned history collection into world-class
asset
By Mike Patty
Denver Rocky Mountain News Staff Writer
Eleanor Gehres, the longtime head of the
prestigious Western History and Genealogy
Department of the Denver Public Library, died
Saturday at the Hospice of Metro Denver after a
lengthy battle with cancer. She was 68.
Arrangements for a memorial service are pending.
"The 25 years she managed the Western History
Department were the real glory years of what is
the finest collection of Western photographs,
manuscripts and other printed material
anywhere," said Colorado historian Tom Noel.
"And not just Colorado history but of the entire
Rocky Mountain region."
Noel said Mrs. Gehres not only expanded and
enhanced the department's collection but was
responsible for opening it to the public.
"Eleanor's predecessors used to guard the
department, making it only available to scholars,"

DPL

Noel said. "She took in everybody from
second-grade schoolchildren to public tours."
Noel said Mrs. Gehres also taught Colorado
history and wrote several books.
"She probably should have been dead a year
ago," Noel said. "But she wanted to finish some
books and some Western history projects and
just wouldn't let go. She was so helpful. Her name
shows up on the acknowledgments of more
books on Western history than anyone around."
Born Feb. 18, 1932, in Riverside, N.J., Mrs.
Gehres received a bachelor's degree from Mary
Washington College at the University of Virginia
and master's degrees in history and librarianship
from the University of Denver.
She became manager of the Western History Department
in 1974.
genealogy

During
that time the department added the library's famous
collection, the
conservation collection, the rare book collection

and completed the

photo imaging project.
"One of her greatest legacies was the completion of

the
other libraries and

digitalization project,"
Noel said. "It makes the collection available to
general public online."
She retired in 1999.

1996
Association

Among her numerous awards, Mrs. Gehres was given the
Lifetime Achievement Award from the Colorado Library
and the Wallace
Stegner Award from the Center of the American West.
The Eleanor Gehres Award, named in her honor, is

given in
collection.

recognition of a
significant contribution to the Western history
She is survived by her husband, Jim Gehres, a Denver

attorney and

widely known mountaineer.
March 20, 2000

From vctinney at dcn.davis.ca.us

Wed Mar 22 06:02:15 2000

From: vctinney at dcn.davis.ca.us (Chris & Tom Tinney, Sr.)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:39 2003
Subject: Hundreds of databases and Billions of records.
Message-ID: <38D8D267.41D68543@dcn.davis.ca.us>
Who Can Find?
http://www.dcn.davis.ca.us/~vctinney/find.htm

From smith at ngsgenealogy.org Wed Mar 22 10:05:26 2000
From: smith at ngsgenealogy.org (Dereka Smith)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:39 2003
Subject: Pre-Conference - Providence
Message-ID: <38D8E136.E3C74FAD@ngsgenealogy.org>
Michael LeClerc has asked that I forward this message to members of the
list.
The New England Historic Genealogical Society and the National
Genealogical Society invite you to attend a Pre-Conference day
especially for librarians serving genealogists. A full day of speakers
will help you better serve your patrons. To register, please contact
Michael J. Leclerc at NEHGS via email at mleclerc@nehgs.org. To register
for the conference itself, see the National Genealogical Society website
at www.ngsgenealogy.org. Here are the sessions:
8:30 - 9:00 am

Registration and Welcome

9:00 am - 10:00 am
The National Archives: Source and Resource
Walter Hickey
Archives Specialist, National Archives and Records Administration,
Northeast Region
Explore the vast resources of the National Archives system of the United
States. Discover new resources to assist your patrons in their research
and find out how to access many different items available from them, not
just those on microfilm.
10:00 am- 10:15 am

Break

10:15 am - 11:15 am
Is a Research Service Right for You? Utilizing Volunteers and Staff to
Serve Distant Patrons
Ruth Q. Wellner
Enquiries Service Coordinator, New England Historic Genealogical Society
Handling incoming correspondence has always been a challenge. With the
advent of the internet and email, most libraries are feeling the stress
even more. Participants will be shown methods of handling these
inquiries and evaluate whether setting up a research service may be the
right way to go.
11:15 am - 11:30 am

Break

11:30 am - 12:30 pm
Lost Your Census Enumeration District and Can't Find It?
Updating/Correcting our 1880 and 1900-1920 Census Film Labels

Ruth Ann Hager, CGRS
Reference Specialist, Special Collections, St. Louis County Library
Do researchers have a high frustration and failure rate when working
with the 1880 and 1900-1920 federal census microfilms for your
geographic area?
Learn how a library can carry out a census verification project to
confirm the contents and correct order of Enumeration Districts with the
end result being new finding aids and corrected film box labels.
12:30 pm - 1:45 pm

Lunch

1:45 pm - 5:00 pm
Genealogy Outreach: A Partnership Between Librarians and NEHGS
The Institue of Museum and Library Services has given a grant to the New
England Historic Genealogical Society to help libraries across the
country better serve their patrons. Group discussions as well as
speakers will focus on issues such as:
*
How do we handle lower attendance with the increase of internet
resources?
*
What outside resources, both national and international, are
available to us as librarians?
*
How can we evaluate CD-ROM and internet resources?
*
How can we work together and colloborate more to assist our
patrons?
*
What are the most frequently asked questions of patrons and how
can we answer them?
Participants will also get sample bibliographies and other information
to help them develop their collections.

From rsteinig at suffolk.lib.ny.us Wed Mar 22 13:20:35 2000
From: rsteinig at suffolk.lib.ny.us (Renee Steinig)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:39 2003
Subject: Eleanor Gehres
Message-ID: <Pine.SOL.3.95.1000322130028.27155E-100000@bookworm>
The Assn. of Professional Genealogists forwarded today
an obituary from the Rocky Mountain News for Eleanor Gehres,
the longtime head of the Western History and Genealogy
Department of the Denver Public Library, who died last Saturday.
The obituary appears at
http://insidedenver.com:80/obituaries/0320obit0.shtml
Renee
Renee Steinig

From szolkowski at co.wake.nc.us Wed Mar 22 14:11:25 2000
From: szolkowski at co.wake.nc.us (szolkowski@co.wake.nc.us)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:39 2003
Subject: NGS in Providence, RI

Message-ID: <OF6C78316C.C655B333-ON852568AA.006947C2@co.wake.nc.us>
Does anyone have information regarding any preconference for librarians
attending the National Genealogical Society meeting in Providence in late
May?
Thanks.
Sue Olmsted Zolkowski
Olivia Raney Local History Library
Raleigh, NC

From CHagler at gw.libofmich.lib.mi.us Wed Mar 22 16:20:11 2000
From: CHagler at gw.libofmich.lib.mi.us (Charles Hagler)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:39 2003
Subject: Soundex/Microcodes:
Message-ID: <s8d8f2d5.020@gw.libofmich.lib.mi.us>
Dear Fellow List Members:
I have been doing a little research on the Soundex indexes. This is what I
found out so far.
It was done during the late 1930's from original census records.
It was done using WPA funding and personnel.
It was done because the Social Security Administration need proof of
peoples birth due to the lack of vital records in many states thus the
abridged 1880's and 1930's.
The 1910 Soundexes had to have been done from microfilm because
the cards they used clearly shows a 1962 GPO print date.
There is nothing I have found so far to tell me when the 1910 microcode
cards were done or why they used this system or why they did just
twenty-one states. I have a gut feeling it was done before the 1962
Soundex project, during the 1930's even. Otherwise why would the
WPA skipped the 1910 census and do the 1920 census?
Does this seem to you correct and in line with what you know about the
soundex indexes?
Also does anyone on the list know what the public act number of the law
that authorized the destruction of the original 1900-1930 census records. I want to
find out if it authorized the destruction of the originals from 1940 on? I can't
believe they would destroy the current 1940 census at the time the law was past,
and I can't believe the National Archives would allow it after 1940.

Charles Hagler
Librarian
Library of Michigan
717 West Allegan Street
P.O. Box 30007
Lansing, MI 48909-7507
Telephone: (517) 373-1366
Fax: (517) 373-5853
chhagler@libofmich.lib.mi.us

From centans at tampabay.rr.com Wed Mar 22 20:48:33 2000
From: centans at tampabay.rr.com (Sharon)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:40 2003
Subject: [Fwd: Job posting - Special Collections Librarian/Archivist]
Message-ID: <38D977F1.BAA87237@tampabay.rr.com>
-------------- next part -------------An embedded message was scrubbed...
From: "Miller, Jonathan" <alijm@AUGUSTANA.EDU>
Subject: Job posting - Special Collections Librarian/Archivist
Date: Wed, 22 Mar 2000 16:26:58 -0600
Size: 9861
Url:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20000322/7d3f54ff/
attachment.eml
From dfiske at sprynet.com Thu Mar 23 12:25:16 2000
From: dfiske at sprynet.com (dfiske@sprynet.com)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:40 2003
Subject: Soundex/Microcodes:
Message-ID: <Springmail.105.953832316.0.51026900@www.springmail.com>
Try the following link for information about the various censuses,
including Soundex practices/availability.
http://www.nara.gov/publications/microfilm/census/census.html
The reason usually tossed out as to why only certain states were indexed is that
the government concentrated on states that did not have good vital records. I don't
know if it was for lack of funding that the other states weren't done.
Charles Hagler <CHagler@gw.libofmich.lib.mi.us> wrote:
> Dear Fellow List Members:
I have been doing a little research on the Soundex
---------------------------------------David Fiske
dfiske@sprynet.com
or
Librarian, Trainer, Technical Writer

indexes.

75415.163@compuserve.com

From bholsclaw at henge.com Thu Mar 23 10:47:57 2000
From: bholsclaw at henge.com (Birdie Holsclaw)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:40 2003
Subject: Soundex/Microcodes:
In-Reply-To: <LYR6206-68519-2000.03.23-12.25.42-BHOLSCLAW#HENGE.COM@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <000b01bf94ef$ec7a5d00$ba435da6@holsclaw>
For what it's worth ...
The following is from Keith R. Schlesinger's essay "An Urban Finding Aid
for the Federal Census," published in Thomas Walch, comp., OUR FAMILY, OUR
TOWN: ESSAYS ON FAMILY AND LOCAL HISTORY SOURCES IN THE NATIONAL ARCHIVES
(Washington, DC: National Archives and Records Administration, 1987):
Endnote #5
"An index for the 1910 enumeration was prepared by the Census Bureau
in 1960, covering the 11 states constituting the former Confederacy

and an additional 10 states that received extensive immigration from
the Old South ..."
[nothing further on this subject]
Birdie Holsclaw
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

-----Original Message----From: dfiske@sprynet.com [mailto:dfiske@sprynet.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 23, 2000 10:25 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [genealib] Re: Soundex/Microcodes:
Try the following link for information about the various censuses,
including Soundex practices/availability.
http://www.nara.gov/publications/microfilm/census/census.html
The reason usually tossed out as to why only certain states were
indexed is that the government concentrated on states that did
not have good vital records. I don't know if it was for lack of
funding that the other states weren't done.
Charles Hagler <CHagler@gw.libofmich.lib.mi.us> wrote:
> Dear Fellow List Members:
I have been doing a little research on the Soundex
---------------------------------------David Fiske
dfiske@sprynet.com
or
Librarian, Trainer, Technical Writer

indexes.

75415.163@compuserve.com

--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: BHOLSCLAW@HENGE.COM
To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')

From jjeffrey at denver.lib.co.us Fri Mar 24 11:39:07 2000
From: jjeffrey at denver.lib.co.us (jjeffrey@denver.lib.co.us)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:40 2003
Subject: Denver Public Library - New Manager
Message-ID: <1002249539.AA953927279@ccmail.denver.lib.co.us>
For your information...
I am pleased to announce that the Denver Public Library has selected a
new manager for Western History/Genealogy. We celebrated our 5th
anniversary in our new building and it is appropriate that you all
celebrate with us the naming of James "Jim" Xavier Kroll as our new
manager. Jim has been acting manager of Western History/Genealogy
since for the past six months. He has been with the Denver Public
Library for about 17 years where he has worked in the Genealogy
Collection and was manager of the Humanities Department and later the
General Reference/Non Fiction Department in the new building. Jim is
past president of the Colorado Genealogical Society. He is a high

energy fellow who is eager to serve every researcher who crosses our
threshold and to reach out to new customers.
Again, join me in welcoming Jim Kroll as manager of one of the worlds
best Western History collections and one of the nations finest
Genealogy Collections. He may be reached at jkroll@denver.lib.co.us
or if you would like to drop him a line Jim Kroll, Manager
Western History/Genealogy
Denver Public Library
10 West Fourteenth Avenue Parkway
Denver, CO 80204
James K. Jeffrey
Genealogy Specialist
Denver Public Library
jjeffrey@denver.lib.co.us

From centans at tampabay.rr.com Sat Mar 25 21:38:47 2000
From: centans at tampabay.rr.com (Sharon)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:40 2003
Subject: [Fwd: [NYERIE] 1910 Buffalo census]
Message-ID: <38DD7837.FA72CAEE@tampabay.rr.com>
Hi Folks,
This looks like a good resource for New York state.
Sharon Centanne
-------------- next part -------------An embedded message was scrubbed...
From: SLStrick@aol.com
Subject: Re: [NYERIE] 1910 Buffalo census
Date: Sat, 25 Mar 2000 09:14:38 EST
Size: 3565
Url: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20000325/
bfbcf2cd/attachment.eml
From trishtaylor at lucent.com Mon Mar 27 14:13:13 2000
From: trishtaylor at lucent.com (Trish Little Taylor)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:40 2003
Subject: Griffith's Valuation
Message-ID: <mailman.46.1067011600.15983.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Hi Fellow Researchers,
I am looking for a source to purchase Griffith's Primary Valuation of
Ireland. I have located a bibliographic record that indicates that
the publisher is Irish Microforms of Dublin. I haven't been able to
locate a supplier here in the US.
I would appreciate any suggestions
Trish Little Taylor
From RRoberts at csl.ctstateu.edu Mon Mar 27 15:26:34 2000
From: RRoberts at csl.ctstateu.edu (Richard Roberts)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:40 2003

Subject: Griffith's Valuation
Message-ID: <s8df7dae.066@po.cslib.org>
We purchased this in 1998 from Norman Ross Publishing, Inc., 330 West 58th St., New
York, NY 10019
(212) 765-8200
The cost then was about $2,000. We keep our set under "lock and key" as it has had
a tendency to "walk" in other libraries.
Richard C. Roberts
Unit Head
History and Genealogy Unit
Connecticut State Library
Tel.: (860) 566-3690 or 566-3692
FAX: (860) 566-2133
http://www.cslib.org/handg.htm
>>> "Trish Little Taylor" <trishtaylor@lucent.com> 03/27/00 02:13PM >>>
Hi Fellow Researchers,
I am looking for a source to purchase Griffith's Primary Valuation of
Ireland. I have located a bibliographic record that indicates that
the publisher is Irish Microforms of Dublin. I haven't been able to
locate a supplier here in the US.
I would appreciate any suggestions
Trish Little Taylor
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: RROBERTS@CSL.CTSTATEU.EDU
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-genealib-6520C@lists.acomp.usf.edu

From centans at tampabay.rr.com Mon Mar 27 19:35:21 2000
From: centans at tampabay.rr.com (Sharon)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:40 2003
Subject: [Fwd: Digital Reality II: Preserving Our Electronic Heritage:
Message-ID: <38DFFE49.3057225E@tampabay.rr.com>

Conference]

-------------- next part -------------An embedded message was scrubbed...
From: Robert Cunningham <rcunningham@NELINET.NET>
Subject: Digital Reality II: Preserving Our Electronic Heritage: Conference
Date: Mon, 27 Mar 2000 16:30:50 -0400
Size: 4849
Url:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20000327/290d500d/
attachment.eml
From LuRishel at aol.com Mon Mar 27 20:40:22 2000
From: LuRishel at aol.com (LuRishel@aol.com)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:40 2003
Subject: German/PA Dutch Joke Needed
Message-ID: <13.320cd02.26116786@aol.com>

Dear Folks,
Am giving a speech on migration of Germans into Western PA on 01 April
and need a cute anecdote or joke to open and close the lecture. Anybody got
a good one? Thanks for the input in advance. Lu Eisler, Butler Area Public
Library, Butler, PA
From af482 at freenet.buffalo.edu Tue Mar 28 09:34:26 2000
From: af482 at freenet.buffalo.edu (Cynthia M. Van Ness)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:40 2003
Subject: German/PA Dutch Joke Needed
In-Reply-To: <LYR6510-69416-2000.03.27-20.40.49-AF482#FREENET.BUFFALO.EDU@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.3.96.1000328093315.3474E-100000@freenet.buffalo.edu>
On Mon, 27 Mar 2000 LuRishel@aol.com wrote:
>
Am giving a speech on migration of Germans into Western PA on 01 April
> and need a cute anecdote or joke to open and close the lecture. Anybody got
> a good one? Thanks for the input in advance. Lu Eisler, Butler Area Public
> Library, Butler, PA
My favorite genealogy is joke is getting old and tired, but y'all are
welcome to it:
Q.

How many genealogists does it take to change a lightbulb?

A. Five. One to change it and 4 to debate if that's how the DAR would
have done it.
*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:**:-.,_,.-*
"The world is made up of stories, not atoms." --M. Ruykeyser, paraphrased
Cynthia Van Ness, MLS, email: af482@freenet.buffalo.edu
All about me & my websites: http://lookup.at/buffalo

From kleback at nwrls.lib.fl.us Tue Mar 28 09:23:21 2000
From: kleback at nwrls.lib.fl.us (Linda Kleback)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:40 2003
Subject: Question
Message-ID: <38E0CE69.ADFFDCF9@nwrls.lib.fl.us>
I had a question yesterday I haven't been able to answer. A patron has
an ancestor who was born at sea. What nationality would the child be?
Would he be the nationality of his parents or the nationality of the
ship on which he was born?
Linda Pazics Kleback
Genealogy Specialist
Bay County Public Library
Panama City, FL
From tracithompson at hotmail.com Tue Mar 28 11:55:29 2000
From: tracithompson at hotmail.com (Traci Thompson)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:40 2003
Subject: Virginia land grant

Message-ID: <20000328195529.22259.qmail@hotmail.com>
Can any of you knowledgable people out there help me?
From GenAnnual at aol.com Tue Mar 28 20:15:00 2000
From: GenAnnual at aol.com (GenAnnual@aol.com)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:40 2003
Subject: New CD-ROM, Book provides instant access to 2,000+ eBooks.
Message-ID: <b3.1ec6cc4.2612b314@aol.com>
New CD-ROM, Book provides instant access to 2,000+ eBooks.
The Genealogist's Virtual Library: Full-text Books on the World Wide Web
(Wilmington, DE: Scholarly Resources, 2000) is a "Books in Print" to
thousands of eBooks for genealogists, that are available at no cost on the
Internet. Simply point, click and begin reading. It's like having all those
books right in your library.
"I am very excited about this book! This one is going to be big! Tom did a
great job! His sources (Library of Congress, University of Michigan, etc.)
are likely to remain on the Internet, so the usability and reliability of
these web references to books on the net will continue to hold its value long
after the date of publication. I can't imagine doing genealogical research on
the Internet without this new resource tool. "
DearMYRTLE, Daily Columnist, Genealogy Forum on AOL
www.DearMYRTLE.com
Written by Tom Kemp, (Chair ALA, Genealogy Committee), it is issued both in
paper and hardcover with a CD-ROM. The thousands of citations are arranged by
Family Histories, by General Topics and Local Histories by State/County.
Researchers can quickly identify books on specific counties or surnames and
topics ranging from African Americans in Alabama or Methodists in Wisconsin.
The first and only guide to genealogical and local history eBooks online.
Researchers can now reliably read, consult, and study thousands of local
histories, genealogies, and personal histories that have been published over
the past two hundred years. Users of this guide may simply click and read and
the complete text of thousands of family genealogies, biographies, and local
histories are accessible. The library of tomorrow is here today.
The Genealogist's Virtual Library: Full-Text Books on the World Wide Web. by
Thomas Jay Kemp; Price: $70.00; Cloth 0-8420-2864-1, includes CD-ROM; Paper
0-8420-2865-X $27.95 with CD-ROM. Call (800) 772-8937. sales@scholarly.com
"This much-needed book is well organized and very easy to use. It is
definitely an excellent addition to the library of any genealogist who uses
the World Wide Web as a research tool?
Matthew L. Helm, Genealogy Online for Dummies.
"This book is among those which should be found on the genealogist's desk
reference shelf. It is an excellent guide for genealogists wanting to explore
what full-text resources are available without cost for family historians."
Curt B. Witcher, Manager, Historical Genealogy Department
Allen County Public Library

From centans at tampabay.rr.com Tue Mar 28 20:49:10 2000
From: centans at tampabay.rr.com (Sharon)

Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:40 2003
Subject: [Fwd: Book Announcement:CD-ROM,Book provides instant access to 2,000+
eBooks]
Message-ID: <38E16116.D339B7B@tampabay.rr.com>
-------------- next part -------------An embedded message was scrubbed...
From: GenAnnual@AOL.COM
Subject: Book Announcement:CD-ROM,
Book provides instant access to 2,000+ eBooks
Date: Tue, 28 Mar 2000 20:40:59 EST
Size: 4579
Url:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20000328/0c1648ec/
attachment.eml
From rsteinig at suffolk.lib.ny.us Wed Mar 29 00:24:23 2000
From: rsteinig at suffolk.lib.ny.us (Renee Steinig)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:40 2003
Subject: books up for grabs
Message-ID: <Pine.SOL.3.95.1000329000629.1071E-100000@bookworm>
We have one copy of each of the following books. We'd be happy
to donate any or all of them to another library for the cost
of postage. (Estimated "library rate" postage for individual books
is in parentheses; postage would be less if several books were mailed
together.)
Beauchamp, _Moravian Journals Related to Central New York, 1745-1766_
($1.13)
Flom, _A History of Norwegian Immigration to the United States_
($1.58)
Foley, _Early Settlers of New York State_, Vol 1-3
($1.58)
Foley, _Early Settlers of New York State_, Vol 4-6
($1.58)
Flom, _A History of Norwegian Immigration to the United States_
($1.58)
Gannett, _The Origin of Certain Place Names in the United States_
($1.13)
Perry, The Fitch Gazetteer_, Vol. 1
($1.58)
Perry, The Fitch Gazetteer_, Vol. 3
($1.58)
Renee
Renee Steinig
Jewish Genealogy Society of Long Island
RSteinig@suffolk.lib.ny.us

From vctinney at dcn.davis.ca.us Wed Mar 29 11:14:06 2000
From: vctinney at dcn.davis.ca.us (Chris & Tom Tinney, Sr.)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:40 2003
Subject: The "Tip of the" Billions of worldwide Public Records information
"iceberg".
Message-ID: <38E255FE.11FDF847@dcn.davis.ca.us>
INFORMATION: Searchable Databases - Links
http://www.dcn.davis.ca.us/~vctinney/database.htm
includes FREE Database: 135 Million records (+) at
AnyBirthday.com
There are actually many other resources available,
such as those shown at: Who Can Find?
http://www.dcn.davis.ca.us/~vctinney/find.htm
Background Facts has hundreds of databases
and Billions of records. Choice Point Inc. has
more than 3.5 Billion Individual Public Records.
The Sources & References, at:
http://www.dcn.davis.ca.us/~vctinney/archives.htm#Sources
shows the depth of the technology revolution within
"Archives in the World", sub links of:
Archives and Library Resources, at:
http://www.dcn.davis.ca.us/~vctinney/archives.htm
For examples, note:
"Mexico hosts this year?s Memory of the World
Conference March 23, 2000 - The second International
Conference of UNESCO?s Memory of the World
Programme will be held from 27 to 29 September in
Colima, Mexico. The Conference will bring together
specialists in preservation and in access techniques
and policies to discuss new trends in preserving and
disseminating archives and library heritage materials.
Librarians, archivists, including sound and film archivists,
historians, publishers, multimedia experts and scientists
from all over the world are invited to participate.
UNESCO?s Memory of the World Programme promotes
the preservation of and access to the world?s documentary
heritage."
Money is being used worldwide in "IPDC grants
funds to 57 media projects worldwide. March 28, 2000
- The Intergovernmental Council of UNESCO's
International Programme for the Development of
Communication (IPDC) ended its 20th session at
UNESCO Headquarters on March 24 with a decision
to allocate in 2000 US$1,802,000 to 57 media projects
in developing countries. During the session, state-owned
Radio Tanzania Dar es Salaam was awarded the
UNESCO/IPDC Prize for Rural Communication for its
Kiswahili programme Twende Na Wakati (Let's Move
with the Times) which addresses a wide range of topics
including family planning, the education of girls, mother
and child care, the fight against domestic violence and

cultural discrimination as well as AIDS."
http://www.unesco.org/webworld/index.shtml
The worldwide scope of Information Policies
and Strategies undertaken by UNESCO is noted at:
http://www.unesco.org/webworld/public_domain/development.html
"Advice and support for developing countries in advancing
their information policy process, particularly in establishing
national information infrastructure plans and information
society policies, in organizing consortia of telematics users
to facilitate affordable and effective access to the Internet
in the sectors of public concern."
Respectfully yours,
Tom Tinney, Sr.
http://www.dcn.davis.ca.us/~vctinney/
Who's Who in America, Millennium Edition [54th]
Who's Who In The West, 1998/1999
Who's Who In Genealogy and Heraldry, [both editions]

From bteschek at hampton.lib.nh.us Wed Mar 29 17:05:02 2000
From: bteschek at hampton.lib.nh.us (Bill Teschek)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:40 2003
Subject: CDs on hetworked hard drives
Message-ID: <20DD907471@LIBRARY.HAMPTON.LIB.NH.US>
Hello,
Has anyone any experience with running genealogical CDs by
copying them to networked hard drives? Do some work while
others fail? What kind of licensing issues did you have to deal
with? Technical problems?
Answer to the list, as I'll bet others would be interested in the
answers.
Thanks,
Bill Teschek
Assistant Director
Lane Memorial Library
2 Academy Ave.
Hampton, NH 03842
bteschek@hampton.lib.nh.us
(603)-926-3368
(603)-926-1348 (fax)
http://www.hampton.lib.nh.us
From JohnR238 at aol.com Wed Mar 29 18:02:56 2000
From: JohnR238 at aol.com (JohnR238@aol.com)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:40 2003
Subject: CDs on hetworked hard drives
Message-ID: <c4.2405af8.2613e5a0@aol.com>

All of the ones I produce may be used across a network, copied to a hard disk
on the network or from a networked CD server. I can't speak for the ones I
sell which are produced by H-Bar and Guild Press however.
My titles are:
The Civil War in Georgia
The Civil War in South Carolina
The Civil War in Mississippi
Georgia Civil War Soldiers Index
South Carolina Civil War Soldiers Index
Rosters of the Confederate Soldiers of Georgia
The Georgia Consolidated Census Index
The Pennsylvania Consolidated Census Index
The Virginia Consolidated Census Index
A History of Edgefield County, SC
Confederate Military History
The Appomattox Roster
Dyer's Regimental Histories
An Index to the Official Records of the Union and Confederate Armies
How To Do Research On The Internet
SC Troops in Confederate Service
The Civil War History Series:
The Boys of the Fifth - GA 5th Infantry Regiment
The Fighting Fifteenth - GA 15th Infantry Regiment
A History of the 42nd Georgia Infantry Regiment
Don't Drink the Water - GA 49th Infantry Regiment
A Historyof the 56th Georgia Infantry Regiment
The Boys Who Went Forth To War - Georgia Military Institute Cadets
The Confederate Powder Works
Women in the Civil War
The Edisto Rifles - SC
History of a Brigade of South Carolinians
The Charleston Light Dragoons
All of these have been tested for working on the MAC as well as the PC.
special software is required as the CDs use a WWW browser. There is no
special licensing required for network or library use.

No

John Rigdon
ResearchOnLine
http://www.researchonline.net
From centans at tampabay.rr.com Wed Mar 29 20:29:29 2000
From: centans at tampabay.rr.com (Sharon)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:40 2003
Subject: [Fwd: The "Tip of the" Billions of worldwide Public Records
information"iceberg".]
Message-ID: <38E2ADF9.9CA6B8BE@tampabay.rr.com>
-------------- next part -------------An embedded message was scrubbed...
From: "Chris & Tom Tinney, Sr." <vctinney@DCN.DAVIS.CA.US>
Subject: The "Tip of the" Billions of worldwide Public Records information

"iceberg".
Date: Wed, 29 Mar 2000 11:14:06 -0800
Size: 5156
Url:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20000329/1b73414b/
attachment.eml
From jayare at deseretonline.com Wed Mar 29 21:41:50 2000
From: jayare at deseretonline.com (Jayare Roberts)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:40 2003
Subject: German/PA Dutch Joke Needed
References: <LYR108127-69416-2000.03.27-20.40.49-jayare#deseretonline.com@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <009e01bf9a02$441c9840$6308bed8@jroberts>
I use a cartoon -but I'm paraphrasing from home: Hagar the Horrible is in a
thick forest, taling to his friend with the tin hat. Hagar says "Now, if
you get lost, do you know where you're from?". His buddy says "Europe?".
Hagar says [as does you-know-who who has 'German' roots] "CLOSE ENOUGH!"
Jayare in SLC
----- Original Message ----From: <LuRishel@aol.com>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Monday, March 27, 2000 6:40 PM
Subject: [genealib] German/PA Dutch Joke Needed
> Dear Folks,
>
Am giving a speech on migration of Germans into Western PA on 01
April
> and need a cute anecdote or joke to open and close the lecture. Anybody
got
> a good one? Thanks for the input in advance. Lu Eisler, Butler Area
Public
> Library, Butler, PA
>
> --> You are currently subscribed to genealib as: jayare@deseretonline.com
> To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')
>
>

From jayare at deseretonline.com Wed Mar 29 22:03:09 2000
From: jayare at deseretonline.com (Jayare Roberts)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:40 2003
Subject: Question
References: <LYR108127-69602-2000.03.28-10.24.28-jayare#deseretonline.com@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <00ad01bf9a05$3eb61ea0$6308bed8@jroberts>
The International Genealogical Index has sections for Atlantic Ocean,
Pacific Ocean, etc. But the US Dept. of State has something to say about
the citizenship of children born at sea as well as children born to citizens
abroad. Most genealogists summarize it as "which way the vessel was
pointed", as in "where the birth was reported, such as in the manifest given
to the Customs or INS officials at the first US port of entry. Naturally,

each vessel (say one from the Lloyd Italiano Line) transported an array of
US citizens, crew, and aliens from many territories, nations, etc. Later
manifests ask for nationality, place of birth, and much more. What's the
time period here? Was the US a nation at the time?
Jayare in SLC
----- Original Message ----From: Linda Kleback <kleback@nwrls.lib.fl.us>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, March 28, 2000 8:23 AM
Subject: [genealib] Question
> I had a question yesterday I haven't been able to answer. A patron has
> an ancestor who was born at sea. What nationality would the child be?
> Would he be the nationality of his parents or the nationality of the
> ship on which he was born?
>
> Linda Pazics Kleback
> Genealogy Specialist
> Bay County Public Library
> Panama City, FL
>
> --> You are currently subscribed to genealib as: jayare@deseretonline.com
> To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')
>
>

From rsteinig at suffolk.lib.ny.us Thu Mar 30 03:41:18 2000
From: rsteinig at suffolk.lib.ny.us (Renee Steinig)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:40 2003
Subject: The books have been grabbed.
Message-ID: <Pine.SOL.3.95.1000330033407.25592A-100000@bookworm>
I already have 15 responses, which I have yet to finish reading,
to my "books up for grab" message. Please assume the books
are spoken for unless you hear further.
Renee
Renee Steinig
Jewish Genealogy Society of Long Island
RSteinig@suffolk.lib.ny.us

From jloving at imail.slcl.lib.mo.us Thu Mar 30 08:29:03 2000
From: jloving at imail.slcl.lib.mo.us (Joyce Loving)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:40 2003
Subject: CDs on hetworked hard drives
In-Reply-To: <LYR6394-70085-2000.03.29-17.06.45--JLOVING#SLCL.LIB.MO.US@
lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <3.0.5.32.20000330082903.007d5380@imail.slcl.lib.mo.us>

Yes, we have tried copying cd's but it was unsuccessful.
The computer dept tried copying a Family Treemaker CD
and a LDS multiple cd set and neither worked. I did
talk to Family Treemaker about it first and was
told in advance the copying would not work. As far
as licensing issues, I was going to first see if
it worked and then call the companies. Since it
has not worked, I haven't called them.
I did ask Family Treemaker about their license.
I said that many people were offering to donate
their cd's to our library and did I have to get
the license switched over. He said no. However
my computer dept said I needed to get that in
writing which I haven't pursued since I can not
get the cd's to work anyway.
I am hopeful that there will be hardware
vendors at ALA and have asked co-workers to
get some names of companies who might be able to help us.
Joyce Loving
St. Louis County Library

At 05:05 PM 3/29/00 -0500, Bill Teschek wrote:
>Hello,
>
>
Has anyone any experience with running genealogical CDs by
>copying them to networked hard drives? Do some work while
>others fail? What kind of licensing issues did you have to deal
>with? Technical problems?
>
Answer to the list, as I'll bet others would be interested in the
>answers.
>

From pal-am.lib at juno.com Thu Mar 30 09:33:07 2000
From: pal-am.lib at juno.com (Ann M. Scott)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:40 2003
Subject: FILE MAKER PRO
Message-ID: <20000330.093308.-77955.0.Pal-Am.Lib@juno.com>
Our technology chief believes we can create a serviceable public catalog
(OPAC) on FILE MAKER PRO (in-house and perhaps Web?). Have any of you
successfully used FILE MAKER PRO or other general-purpose, relational
database software for an online library catalog in a small, independent
genealogical library--even temporarily? If so, would appreciate comments
on issues such as a user-friendly screen format and any major problems
encountered. Lack of compatibility with MARC programs (future networking
prospects) seems a major drawback--or can MARC now be purchased
separately (like GEDCOM) and incorporated into any database? What other
obstacles were you not able to overcome?
Thanks.
A.M. Scott

National Librarian
Palatines to America
pal-am.lib@juno.com
________________________________________________________________
YOU'RE PAYING TOO MUCH FOR THE INTERNET!
Juno now offers FREE Internet Access!
Try it today - there's no risk! For your FREE software, visit:
http://dl.www.juno.com/get/tagj.
From sapley at pub-lib.ci.fort-worth.tx.us Thu Mar 30 09:32:43 2000
From: sapley at pub-lib.ci.fort-worth.tx.us (Shirley Apley)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:40 2003
Subject: Damage to the Forth Worth Public Library
In-Reply-To: <LYR11243-68884-2000.03.25-00.01.41--sapley#pub-lib.ci.fortworth.tx.us@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.SOL.3.93.1000330092550.27895A-100000@fwpl.pub-lib.ci.fortworth.tx.us>
As most of you probably know a tornado hit the downtown Fort Worth
community. Among the buildings that were damaged was the Fort Worth
Public Library. At this time we have not been able to assess all the
damages to the building, however, there was some damage to the
Genealogy/Local History/City Archives area. Water poured in on the rare
book collection in the archives area. The library is closed to the public
until further notice. We are hoping that the staff will be able to enter
the building this weekend to start cleanup. Please let your patrons know
that they should phone before they take a research trip to the Fort Worth
Public Library.
Thanks,
Shirley Apley, Senior Librarian
Genealogy/Local History/City Archives
Fort Worth Public Library
500 West Taylor Street
Ft Worth, TX 76102

From hhankel at mail.jefferson.lib.la.us Thu Mar 30 12:56:58 2000
From: hhankel at mail.jefferson.lib.la.us (Hankel, Hallie)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:40 2003
Subject: Electronic Passenger Lists
Message-ID: <B177A55B75ADD211896400104B3004CD058F7A@mail.jefferson.lib.la.us>
Does anybody know if ship passenger lists are available in an electronic
format?
We are looking for port of New Orleans, inbound, before and after 1900.
We have the microfilm.
I have checked the NARA website, Scholarly Resources and Ancestry.com.
Thanks!
Hallie Hankel
Serials Librarian
Jefferson Parish Library
Metairie, Louisiana
504-838-1137
hhankel@mail.jefferson.lib.la.us

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20000330/5865f15b/
attachment.htm
From dfiske at sprynet.com Fri Mar 31 09:21:53 2000
From: dfiske at sprynet.com (dfiske@sprynet.com)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:40 2003
Subject: Electronic Passenger Lists
Message-ID: <Springmail.105.954512513.0.97104000@www.springmail.com>
"Hankel, Hallie\" <hhankel@mail.jefferson.lib.la.us> wrote:
>
>Does anybody know if ship passenger lists are available in an >electronic format?
http://istg.rootsweb.com/
As with any volunteer transcription project, the information
available is limited, but will get better as more work is done.

From jeans at sierratel.com Fri Mar 31 07:16:30 2000
From: jeans at sierratel.com (Pam Jeans)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:41 2003
Subject: Virginia Soldiers of the American Revolution
Message-ID: <38E4C14C.236154ED@sierratel.com>
I hope someone can answer this question for me. There are several
librarians in Fresno scratching their heads of this too.
I found an index call VIRGINIA SOLDIERS of THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION. Opps
forgot to get the author, but the call number is:
GENE
973.7455
Ec55
V.01
(and V.02)
I located an ancestor and now I cannot find the work that I need to
reference. I will give this as an example from Vol 1.
JEAN, William, War 4, 236
The War 4 was figured out to be Volume 4 of a series of reference
materials. The only name in the preface I could find was MS. It was
decided that MS must stand for Military Source or military service. The
instructions were not too clear but they were very lengthy. At the top
of the pages facing the back of the books was a title or something
called Report of the State Librarian.
Volume 2 has another index and the references are the similar.
Thanks,
Pam Jeans
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20000331/4f46ce7c/
attachment.htm
From CHagler at gw.libofmich.lib.mi.us Fri Mar 31 12:22:12 2000

From: CHagler at gw.libofmich.lib.mi.us (Charles Hagler)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:41 2003
Subject: Virginia Soldiers of the American Revolution
Message-ID: <s8e49891.093@gw.libofmich.lib.mi.us>
Dear Pam Jeans,
Could this be the Index to Saffell's List of Virginia Soldiers in the
Revolution by Joseph Thompson McAllister. 1913. If it is, it indexes
William Thomas Roberts Saffell's Records of the Revolutionary War: ...,
1894.
Hope this helps.
Charles Hagler
Library of Michgian
>>> Pam Jeans <jeans@sierratel.com> 03/31/00 10:16AM >>>
I hope someone can answer this question for me. There are several
librarians in Fresno scratching their heads of this too.
I found an index call VIRGINIA SOLDIERS of THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION. Opps
forgot to get the author, but the call number is:
GENE
973.7455
Ec55
V.01
(and V.02)
I located an ancestor and now I cannot find the work that I need to
reference. I will give this as an example from Vol 1.
JEAN, William, War 4, 236
The War 4 was figured out to be Volume 4 of a series of reference
materials. The only name in the preface I could find was MS. It was
decided that MS must stand for Military Source or military service. The
instructions were not too clear but they were very lengthy. At the top
of the pages facing the back of the books was a title or something
called Report of the State Librarian.
Volume 2 has another index and the references are the similar.
Thanks,
Pam Jeans

From randy at heritagelib.org Fri Mar 31 17:20:08 2000
From: randy at heritagelib.org (Randy Holcombe)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:41 2003
Subject: FILE MAKER PRO
References: <LYR105412-70275-2000.03.30-09.32.35-randy#heritagelib.org@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <38E4DE48.4AA0DAA0@heritagelib.org>
We had a similar problem and created a "flat file" of our collection that included
just dewey numbers, title, and author. The database quickly became unwieldy, and
we decided to convert to a PC based library automation system from CASPR called
Library World. I would strongly recommend that you start out with something like
Library World, rather than go with your own database for several reasons.

MARC is the worst possible structure
devised by a large committee of anal
hated computers and programmers. It
system to MARC in the future without
record after the fact.

for a computer database. It was obviously
retentive library card catalog freaks who
will be extremely difficult to translate your
having to come back and manually edit every

If you get a MARC based program, you can get the MARC files from you vendor or
download them from several on-line sources, minimizing your data entry time.
You can share MARC files with other libraries or easily post them on the web.
cannot do this easily with a custom database.

You

The Library World software starts at less than $1000. It is well worth it. Even
though it is an imperfect program, it is miles ahead of any home grown solution.
"Ann M. Scott" wrote:
> Our technology chief believes we can create a serviceable public catalog
> (OPAC) on FILE MAKER PRO (in-house and perhaps Web?). Have any of you
> successfully used FILE MAKER PRO or other general-purpose, relational
> database software for an online library catalog in a small, independent
> genealogical library--even temporarily? If so, would appreciate comments
> on issues such as a user-friendly screen format and any major problems
> encountered. Lack of compatibility with MARC programs (future networking
> prospects) seems a major drawback--or can MARC now be purchased
> separately (like GEDCOM) and incorporated into any database? What other
> obstacles were you not able to overcome?
>
> Thanks.
>
> A.M. Scott
> National Librarian
> Palatines to America
> pal-am.lib@juno.com
> ________________________________________________________________
> YOU'RE PAYING TOO MUCH FOR THE INTERNET!
> Juno now offers FREE Internet Access!
> Try it today - there's no risk! For your FREE software, visit:
> http://dl.www.juno.com/get/tagj.
>
> --> You are currently subscribed to genealib as: randy@heritagelib.org
> To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: randy.vcf
Type: text/x-vcard
Size: 428 bytes
Desc: Card for Randy Holcombe
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20000331/0a880317/
randy.vcf
From jayare at deseretonline.com Fri Mar 31 20:03:12 2000
From: jayare at deseretonline.com (Jayare Roberts)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:41 2003
Subject: Electronic Passenger Lists
References: <LYR108127-70331-2000.03.30-13.55.02-jayare#deseretonline.com@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <003b01bf9b86$d3668ee0$f70dbed8@jroberts>

Electronic Passenger ListsIn 1996 I spoke to a volunteer, part of a very small
group automating the 1851-1853 lists with hardware and software at the Louisiana
State Archives. Since the National Archives has so many gaps for that era, and has
yet to film the 7 volumes from the WPA for 1813-1870 (at the LA Historical Center
in New Orleans), and since so many pioneers were using the port, the LDS Church has
considered New Orleans arrivals -but nothing has been approved beyond the 1892-1924
New York manifests.
Let us know if you hear of any projects for N'awlins...
Jayare in SLC
----- Original Message ----From: Hankel, Hallie
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Sent: Thursday, March 30, 2000 11:56 AM
Subject: [genealib] Electronic Passenger Lists
Does anybody know if ship passenger lists are available in an electronic format?
We are looking for port of New Orleans, inbound, before and after 1900.
We have the microfilm.
I have checked the NARA website, Scholarly Resources and Ancestry.com.
Thanks!
Hallie Hankel
Serials Librarian
Jefferson Parish Library
Metairie, Louisiana
504-838-1137
hhankel@mail.jefferson.lib.la.us
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20000331/
d7a8f589/attachment.htm
From ckluskens at yahoo.com Fri Mar 31 23:23:14 2000
From: ckluskens at yahoo.com (Claire Kluskens)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:06:41 2003
Subject: New Orleans passenger arrivals - WPA transcript - 1813-1849
Message-ID: <v04210103b50b295138d3@[207.226.188.71]>
<LYR109612-70675-2000.03.31-22.03.42--ckluskens#yahoo.com@lists.acomp.usf.
edu>
<LYR108127-70331-2000.03.30-13.55.02--jayare#deseretonline.com@lists.acomp
.usf.edu>
<LYR109612-70675-2000.03.31-22.03.42--ckluskens#yahoo.com@lists.acomp.usf.
edu>
To update Jayare's response, the National Archives and Records
Administration (NARA) has indeed filmed volumes 1-3 of the WPA
transcript of New Orleans arrivals as NARA microfilm publication
M2009, Work Projects Administration Transcript of Passenger Lists of
Vessels Arriving at New Orleans, Louisiana, 1813-1849 (2 rolls).
This contains volumes 1, 2, and 3 of typewritten volumes prepared by
the Work Projects Administration of Louisiana entitled, "Passenger
Lists Taken From Manifests of the Customs Service, Port of New
Orleans." These volumes, along with volumes 4 and 6 (which have not
been microfilmed) are in the NARA Library (i.e., they are not
accessioned records but are library materials). Volume 5 is missing
(from the NARA library collection). Each volume includes an
alphabetical index to the names of passengers.

Claire Prechtel-Kluskens
Archivist/Genealogy Specialist
National Archives and Records Administration
At 8:03 PM -0700 3/31/00, Jayare Roberts wrote:
>In 1996 I spoke to a volunteer, part of a very small group
>automating the 1851-1853 lists with hardware and software at the
>Louisiana State Archives. Since the National Archives has so many
>gaps for that era, and has yet to film the 7 volumes from the WPA
>for 1813-1870 (at the LA Historical Center in New Orleans), and
>since so many pioneers were using the port, the LDS Church has
>considered New Orleans arrivals -but nothing has been approved
>beyond the 1892-1924 New York manifests.
>Let us know if you hear of any projects for N'awlins...
>
Jayare in SLC
>
>----- Original Message ---->From: <mailto:hhankel@mail.jefferson.lib.la.us>Hankel, Hallie
>To: <mailto:genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu>Librarians Serving Genealogists
>Sent: Thursday, March 30, 2000 11:56 AM
>Subject: [genealib] Electronic Passenger Lists
>
>Does anybody know if ship passenger lists are available in an
>electronic format?
>We are looking for port of New Orleans, inbound, before and after 1900.
>We have the microfilm.
>I have checked the NARA website, Scholarly Resources and Ancestry.com.
>Thanks!
>
>Hallie Hankel
>Serials Librarian
>Jefferson Parish Library
>Metairie, Louisiana
>504-838-1137
><mailto:hhankel@mail.jefferson.lib.la.us>hhankel@mail.jefferson.lib.la.us
Claire Kluskens
home: ckluskens@yahoo.com
work: claire.kluskens@arch1.nara.gov
__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Talk to your friends online with Yahoo! Messenger.
http://im.yahoo.com

